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THE NATURE OF LANGUAGE AND THE LOGIC OF
 

TRANSLATION AND ANALYSIS
 

D.N. TIWARI 

The discussion here in the present paper is presented in two parts-part first com

prises of the issues pertaining to the nature of language and the logic of translation 

and the last part is an argument on the possibility of analysis. 

The language is aproached chiefly in three ways; firstly, it is defined as refer

ring or designating tools, that is, verbal or written marks that stand by proxy for the 

things and thoughts. Secondly, it is taken as the representing tool of the objects that 

is representation that represents the represented (objects). In precise, the Essential

ists of the West and the Indian Schools of Jainism. Samkhya- Yoga, 

Nyaya - Vais'e ~ ika , Mimansa and Advaita Vedanta endorse the first and the 

representationists ofthe West and Indian Schools of the Carvaka and the Buddhists 

supports to the second. Both of the theories believe that language and thought are 

different to each other and the language we learnt from the community for commu

nication is secondary: it is employed only when we have to communicate the thought 

which is known by the contact of objects in the mind first. I, therefore, put the two 

together for the deliberation on the present topic. Thirdly, language is approached as 

the expresser that expresses the expressed non-differently. The theory takes lan

guage and thought as non-different. Pa t; inian School of language and Grammar 

specifically, Bhart! hari and the cognitive holistic philosophy oflanguage ofthe au

thor of the present discussion occupy with the expressive nature of language. For 

the former theorists the language is material while it for the latter is a unit ofaware

ness in nature. 

Based on different theories on nature oflanguage, the theorists approach the 

logical possibility oftranslation differently and sometimes they find impossibility of 

translation in the theory of the others. The controversy over the issue of translation 

attracted the philosophers after the hermeneutic philosophers of the West and refu

tation of their theory on translation by J.Derrida. This controversy forms the basis 

of the discussion in the present paper. 

Philosophy and the Life-world 0 Val. 12 02010 



8	 D.N.TIWARI 

While working on the problem of translation I thought of following three 

models through which the problem under discussion can be approached. 

1.	 The model of Advaita Vedanta of S'ankara for which the Brahman, the 

Reality, is indeterminate ( nirgu '!a ). The indeterminate can be grasped by 

mind only as determinate. The mind cannot grasp the indeterminate and 

what it grasps is only determinate. It is what the J. Derrida calls the absent 

or transcendental signified. 

11 The model of value of currency. A hundred rupees note can ~e exchanged 

for hundred coins, fifty, twenty, ten, five and two each of a note of rupees 

one, two, five, ten, twenty and fifty respectively. Despite the variation of 

exchanging notes, the value is constant in each exchange. One may prefer 

the theory because the content of the text and that of the translations are 

the same. However it overlooks the fact that translation is not only compu

tational equality but a cognitive activity. I have not pushed the model too far 

because translation for me is a cognitive problem to be approached as it is 

expressed by language in the mind. 

lll.	 Cognitive holistic model. This model accepts the autonomy of the language or 

text. According to it there is difference between the language- token or 

garb and the language. Language for it is unit ofawareness that is inner and 

ubiquitously given unit that reveals its nature itself when manifested by the 

garbs and its meaning is expressed non-differently by it. The term 'garb' 

stands for the tools like verbal articulations, written marks, signs, symbols 

and gestures which may differ from community to community or even per

son to person in the same community. Sensual perception, perceptual data 

etc., are also instrumental in the manifestation of the language, the flash of 

awareness which flashes forth in the mind when manifested by garbs but is 

not exhausted by or in any flashing. For this theory, translation is a cognitive 

activity; it accepts that the content of the text is expressed in different garb. 

However, the knowledge in translating the text in different garbs is a new 

knowledge in all its occurrences. It is only the content of knowledge that 

remains constantly the same. The language reveals its own nature and its 

meaning non-differently and independently of physiological, psychological 

entities and our allegiance to them. Not only that but it requires garbs even 

for its manifestation only in cases one is habitual of accruing communica
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tion through the garbs used by the language community. In cases ofyogins 

and persons gifted by wisdom garbs are not required and the language is 

revealed in their mind directly by which they know the meaning expressed 

non-differently by the language. However keeping the accomplishment of 

communication in consideration, I want to make it clear that my use of 

language comprises of the language and the garb as well by which the 

former is manifested because of the logic that without being manifested the 

language in our case will not be revealed and without garbs the language 

will not be manifested to those habitual of knowing and communicating 

through them. Language, if defined as references or as marks/designations 

(written or verbal) that stand by proxy for the things, is not self-operative 

and it requires a cognitive base for its own acceptance and for cognitive

operation made through them. It is transient material entity and varies from 

community to community, even, and from person to person in the same 

language community. It is a trivial way of taking language as confined to 

speaking and hearing or to writing tokens and reading them only and think

ing signified as that which is referred to or is represented by the tokens/ 

marks because it is a unit awareness by nature and communication is ac

complished by language independently without any commitment to physi

ological, psychological and metaphysical entities and our allegiances to them. 

I do not talk about the ontological commitment oflanguage but prefer to talk 

about the ontology of language. Ontological commitment theory is an out

come ofour infatuation with two misguiding ideas that are i. that thought is 

separate and independent from language and that ii. Language is confined 

to be a tool for representing or referring things that is thing-in itself. Con

trary to it, the cognitive holistic philosophy with which I occupy considers 

that the language infuses knowledge and that our knowledge is not only 

expressed but is confined to the intelligible beings expressed in the mind by 

language. 

Language, if defined as that which is the expresser and the expressed or 

illuminator and the illuminated, that is, which reveals itselffirst and then its signified 

revealed non-differently then tokens, as defined in the former view, stand instru

mental only in revealing the language as defmed in the latter view. In this view 
language is a revealing/expressing unit. It is a unit of awareness in nature which is 

Philosophy qnd the Life-world O~'iJI.12 02010 
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non-different from the language itself. In this latter sense it, as Bhartrhari says, is 

spho! a or madhyamd - Sfabda which is not a representative of signified but a 

cognitive unity, a unit expressive ofitselfand ofit's signified. Meaning in this view is 

the idea or thought-object which figures non-differently by language in the mind. 

For the purpose of this paper, 1 have used the terms signifier and language and the 

signified and meaning in the same sense. With this briefnote on language and mean

ing let us come to the discussion on possibility of translation. 

There are two different logics I on the basis of which the problem of trans la

tion is interpreted.(i) The logic of difference of content (of the text and of transla

tions) and of their garbs'; and (ii) the logic of non-difference of content (of the text 

and of translations) and difference of their garbs. The first is a logic acceptable to 

realists according to which any kind oftranslation implies a transcendental signified 

as its substratum. It is pure signified as it is independent of language, the signifier, 

and the signified of translated expressions. B.K. Matilal writes, 'Language is often 

uncritically thought to be a vehicle of thought or meaning. And from this flows the 

pervasive idea that in a multilingual world, the same thought is or can be conccived 

by different expressions ~hjch are distinguishable parts ofdifferent languages. It is 

probably what a modem philosopher, Jacques Derrida, would call the metaphysi

cian's old-age desire to search for a 'transcendental signified', that is, a concept 

independent oflanguage, that forces upon us the duality and opposition of the signifier 

and the signified.' 'Transcendental signified remains constant, i.e., a content con

stant in its different translations.' This theory maintains a difference between the 

signified of the text or the transcendental signified and the signified of the transla

tions. The transcendental signified is the constant content of the translations but the 

signified ofthe translations arc not transcendental signified itselfbut it as conceived 

by the minds of the translators. The same logic is applied by idealists who accept 

that the goodness or badness of a translation depends on the level and capacity of 

ones mind in approaching the transcendental signified. This view if pushed too far 

ceases to be philosophical and leads to meditation and hence religion. 

B.K. Matilal, applying the logic ofdifference ofcontent/signified and of garb 

on Bhart ~ hari' s philosophy ofnon-difference of the signifier and the signified ob

serves, 'Since linguistic expressions are not regarded in this theory as conveyor

belts for thoughts, there cannot be any absolute transposition of virgin thoughts from 

one language to another. Each thought is already a part and parcel of its so-called 

Philosophy and the Life-world n Vol. J] 01010 



11 D.N. TIWARI 

'verbal' cloak. They are not separable. '5 The very idea that meaning, thought or 

'what is said', is isolatable from the speech or the text seems repugnant to 

Bhart ~ hari' s holistic conception of language. Hence, the so-called translation in 

the sense of transfer of thought from one garb to another seems impossible in this 

theory." In one line there is no possibility of translation if we view Bhart ~ hari from 

this logic because he, contrary to it, accepts the non-difference of the signifier and 

the signified of the text and that ofthose translated in garbs ofdifferent communities. 

According to the second, namely the logic of non-difference of content (of 

the text and of translations) and different of their garbs, the content is indivisible 

object ofcognition figured in the mind by language. As both the language, the signifier 

and its meaning, the signified revealed non-differently by the former are non-differ

ent content or object of cognition which is revealed in all occurrences in different 

garbs, it is original in all occurrences, and hence, as Matilal concludes there is no 

possibility of translation. All cognition in this theory is a new cognition and, thus, the 

concept of translation has no room in this theory. This argument supports the con

clusion derived by Matilal. But if we view the problem of translation and the origi

nality of content translated on the basis of the second logic, with which I am con

cerned here in this paper, we come to a totally different conclusion different from 

Matilal's. 

Now on the content of knowledge, whether it is language-token, i.e., verbal 

noises/written language-tokens, transcendental signified or real language given ubiq

uitously in the mind as a flash of awareness in character and the signified revealed 

non-differently by it? There is no question of translation of fleeting material marks 

which are so different in nature that they vary in tone, shape in writing, inscription, 

diction, etc.; in each of its occurrences by the same person and even in the same 

language that there is no possibility of them being translated and the entities, being 

uniquely real individuals to which it refers, cannot be translated. 

For me, translation is deeply a cognitive problem. All cognition is revealed 

and infused by language which is ubiquitously given and is the indivisible unit of 

awareness in nature. As translation requires a cognitive content and things are not 

only non-cognitive but are individuals or uniquely reals separate from, rather be

yond, language, their translatability is unthinkable. It is accepted even by realists 

that what is revealed by the text in the mind, though it is independent from the 

language, is the content of translation. According to the theory discussed here in, 

Philosophy and the Life-world 0 VoL 12 01010 



12 D.N.TIWARI 

isolated from language nothing, no being can be revealed and known. As per this 

statement, the transcendental signified cannot be revealed without the language 

which is the only revealers. Language-token is instrumental only in manifestation of 

the language which reveals itself when manifested by them. The language revealed 

thus reveals it's signified non-differently and that is the constant content expressed 

through different kinds oflanguage-tokens conventionally fixed in different language 

communities. 

Transcendental signified, isolated from language-token or ifit is not revealed 

by the language, is unthinkable as what is thought is revealed and infused by lan

guage. H If it is revealed, its cognitive character cannot be denied. A transcendental 

signified isolated from language is a metaphysical entity and cannot be the object of 

translation which is a cognitive being. In such a situation the question arises as to 

what is the cause of expectancy for translation. There is no cognitive possibility of 

translation and transformation ofa transcendental signified isolated from the beings 

figured/revealed by language in the mind and, thus, the logic of transcendental signi

fied goes against even the realist's view of translation. 

Matilal is right in taking reading of a text as translational activity and the 

translation as a cognitive activity. He writes 'each "reading" is a creative formula

tion, and hence a translation based upon such a reading is a creative transformation. 

Ifwe accept the logic of identity of content (of the text and of the translations) and 

difference of their garbs only then translational activity will be a philosophical activ

ity and the reading of the writings ofother philosophers, ancient or modem, will be 

a kind of translation as a cognitive activity. Reading and reading without being aware 

of the content is a trivial and purposeless activity having no cognitive sense, and 

hence, it will not be a creative transformation. 10 Reading as a cognitive activity may 

vary in content from reader to reader or for the same reader in different readings 

but the cause of such differences is not that the content is independent of the garb 

in which it is presented. The cause of such a difference is the difference of inten

tion, physiological, psychological, metaphysical and cultural allegiances and the level 

of consciousness in reading and the competence in the observation of the garbs 

used in different communities. Accuracy and exactness of translation can well be 

observed if the translated content is identical to the original content figured by the 

text. The realist cannot deny to accept the difference of the English word 'dog' 

from' gau ~ , in Sanskrit and its non-difference from its translated Sanskrit word 

Philosophy and the Life-world OJ'lJI.!2 02010 
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<svdna ~ 'on the basis ofwhich identical cognition of the content (dog) expressed in 

a different garb of Sanskrit is krtown. Though the knowledge revealed by the origi

nal and that by the translating statements are different, identical cognition of the 

content by them is revealed in the mind. It is the identical cognition of the content in 

its several occurrences that on the basis of which not only translation is made pos

sible but which serves as the criterion of goodness and badness of translations in 

different garbs also. 

Now on the problem ofgood and bad translation. Tolerability and intolerabil

ity as Matilal observes are the criteria accepted by realists for deciding the good

ness or badness of a translation. He writes, 'the goodness or badness of a transla

tion, the distortion, falsity or correctness of it, would not be determined simply by the 

inter-linguistic or intra-linguistic semantic rules, but by the entire situation of each 

translation with all its uniqueness, that is, by the kind of total reactions, effects, 

motivations and preferences it generates on that occasion. We can decide that the 

translation is bad or distorted to the extent it becomes intolerable."!' The question of 

deciding good or bad translation on the basis of logic of identity of content and 

difference of garbs is a cognitive problem and is different from realist's logic of 

intolerability and intolerability which are moreover subjective elements that need to 

be decided beforehand. The criterion ofgood translation, as per the second logic, is 

the identical cognition of the content revealed by the text and that by its occurrences 

in the same or in different garbs. 

Indian Grammarians specifically, Bhart ~ hari 12 makes a difference between 

the krtowledge and the object ofkrtowledge. The krtowledge of the original and that 

of the translated are different as it is new and fresh in each occurrence and instance 

but the figuring of object i.e. universal or individual, as the constant content is re

quired to be the same for a good translation. It is to be kept in mind here that he 

accepts universal as the import of language. 13 Identical-cognition of the original / 

text and the translated is possible because of the universal revealed by the text and 

that by the expression of the translation as well. In other words, the constant-con

tent is not the transcendental-signified but the cognitive signifier (vdcaka) revealed 

in its several occurrences in different garbs and in the garb of the text as well. 

Revelation of the same content of the text in different translating garbs is the cogni

tive ground for a good translation and if the cognition is otherwise or deviated from 

that content it is a bad translation. Translating or rendering implies a constant con-

PhilosophY!L11!lthe Life-world moLl] 02010 
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tent, universal in nature, which according to Bhart r hari ,is spho t.a i.e. the signifier 
. . 

which reveals it's signified (vdcya) non-differently.l'The relation between the two 

is eternal/natural-fitness ofthe signifier. Such a relation ' S between a vdcaka and 

a vacya is not possible in case of transcendental signified and, hence, it may be the 

signifier neither of the text, as it is accepted by realists as independently of lan

guage, nor of the signifiers in translating garbs, as their difference is accepted by the 

theorists. The signifier, in cognitive holistic philosophy of language. is isolated 

from our allegiances but not from the language as it is itself the language 

having its own culture which expresses the signified non-differently. Language

tokens used in different communities an; its garbs through which it is articulated. As 

it is awareness in nature it can be expressed through different garbs of different 

language communities. Tokens like sva no I! in Sanskrit, kuttd in Hindi, dog in Eng

lish and in Dutch, doggie in German and &0 on in different regional and national, 

natural and non-natural languages manifest the same signifier t spho ~ a ) and the 

identical cognition by the signifier is revealed in all instances. In this theory transla

tion does not mean duplication of the original but revelation of cognition of non

difference of signifier and the signified articulated through different garbs of the 

observation of their uses familiar in different language communities. However, no 

translatability ofa transcendental-signified is possible as it ceases to be so isolated 

from language, the signifer. As each garb is a fleeting unique particular, there is no 

possibility of translating them and if some constant content of them is accepted for 

making the possibility of translating them then that content will be the same in both 

of the moments of object of translation and the translating object as well. 

Concluding the discussion on the logic of translation, it can be said that Matilal, 

in his paper, has primarily taken notice of the Realist's logic of translation on the 

basis oftranscendental signified as the constant content of translations which, in my 

observation, is not only improper even for a consistent interpretation of realist's own 

theory of translation but insufficient for a proper evaluation of Bhart ~ hari theory 

also. A transcendental signified, isolated from language, can be the object neither of 

the original nor ofthe translation. The idea ofbeing as transcendental-signified ofall 

signifiers or any such idea ofa transcendency ofdiscourse, is a mirage, for the very 

idea of signified is thinkable in terms of language. Even Jacques Derrida and his 

interpreter, Paul Ricoeur, reject such concepts as that of transcendental-signified by 

countering them as deferred and absent. 16 According to me, it is not a transcendcn-
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tal signified but the signifier that is not different from the signified it expresses non

differently, which is inner, indivisible and ubiquitously given unit that serves as the 

constant content of translations. 17 This content is non-different from the signified. It 

is the non-difference of the signifier and the signified that serves as the basis 

of the logic of identity of content amidst difference of garbs. As it is of aware

ness in nature which when manifested by language-token of ones observation., 

reveals itselfand its signified non-differently, the manifestation of this content, con

stant in several occurrences and instances, from one garb to others, is what we call 

translation of the former in another garb. The knowledge of the text and that of its 

translations are different from one another. They vary in garbs also but the content/ 

object does not change with their changes. Being awareness in nature it is ex

pressed and, hence, original in each time and can be presented / translated in differ

ent garbs belonging to different language communities. Goodness or badness of a 

translation is known not by inference but on the basis of cognition of the translated 

content identical to or different from the cognition of the content of the text or 

original respectively. This theory is justified if translation is taken as a cognitive 

activity in which translation is the expression of the content, cognized in the 

garb of the text and, in different garbs and if in each case the content, non

different from the former, is cognized the translation is good; if otherwise or 

deviated. it is bad up to the extent of intolerability. 

II 

Based on the different nature of language as reference / representation and expres

sion, I here in discuss two methods of analysis namely proxy analysis "and expres

sion analysis19. The language, ifdefmed as references representing things and thoughts 

or as marks / designations (written or verbal) standing by proxy for the things and, 

which for Bhart~hari(a spho t avddin s, is Vaikhari -s'abdathat is not self

operative. It requires a cognitive base for its own acceptance and operation. 

The theory that the language is representation of the meaning assumes that 

the analysis oflanguage is, by proxy, an analysis ofmeaning but as the meaning, for 

them, is transcendental to language, how can they claim it to be the analysis of that 

which is independent and isolated from the language? The transcendental-signified 

will remain transcendental not only to the language but to the signified obtained by 

proxy-analysis also and, thus, analysis ofthe transcendental-signified is impossibil

ity. Meaning, in this theory, is a transcendental unit and is not given for analysis and 
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to consider analysis of a transcendental signified through that which IS analyzed 

(signifier) is not a sound assumption. 

Cognitive holism that takes language ,13 expression works out the idea of 

expression analysis. Isolated from the language. no meaning is possible and nothing 

can be revealed jf the language is not revealed Ell S( and the meaning afterwards 

non-differently. That which arc expressed by Ian. uage r,I",: only intelligible and, hence, 

philosophic beings. Thus, tne meaning is [jot C' ; G'~: ic In nature bur '0 covrutive 

being, a being revealed non-ru tlcr .;r!'! y by thc .. :',c:{ in the mind !t is en the basis 

ofnon-difference of the sir,::lifier and i:\ signified rna: the analysis of the I signifier 

is the analysis of the meaning 'lisa. 

As Analysis of language is made by language. lilt questions arise: Is lan

guage a transcendental-signifier? Is it dtffereut from rne transcendental-signified or 

is it a transcendental-signified') Are the two non-different? If the two are independ

ent, how can the analysis of the former be the analysis ofthe latter? What will, then, 

be the object and purpose of analysis? Can it be a philosophical activity if it is 

confined to the analysis of lanauge-taken? In the former case, the language IS not 

transcendental meaning because the language. according to it, can never be the 

meaning. The theorists do notaccept the concept ofa transcendental-signifier. The 

transcendental signified, if any, is different, rather, independent from the signifer. 

The analysis of a signifier (if it is language -token or confined to garbs) void of the 

nature of a transcendental-signifier as its constant content, is not acceptable as per 

the logic of analysis they adopt. If the transcendental-signifier, for a moment, is 

accepted as the object of analysis, language can not be its object but it is a fact that, 

in an analysis, we analyze a language by taking it as the object. How can a tran

scendental-signified which is not assigned for analysis be the object of analysis of 

the language by the language? It is a philosophical to put a set of tokens in a set of 

different tokens and then to study them through their different components with 

which linguists occupy themselves. 

The purpose of clarification of the meaning by the analysis of the language 

will be defeated if the meaning is taken independently from and transcendental to 

the language. Not only that, but both of the analysis oflanguage by the language and 

that of the analysis of the meaning by the language will not be possible if the lan

guage is taken as fleeting material tokens and the meaning as independently from 

the former. No incentive ofanalysis is possible in the absence of the being figured in 
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the mind by the language and no being for analysis is possible in isolation from 

language because analysis is a reflective activity for which language infuses cogni

tion. The objects ofcognition are the being revealed non-differently by the language 

and those revealed by language in the mind serve as incentive for expressions: they 

are only objects ofanalysis. 

In view of the second definition of the language, analysis oflanguage by the 

language is possible only because ofit as an idea or thought-object that is intelligible 

being and it as language -token is taken into consideration. In that case, the lan

guage as idea is analyzed through language-tokens. Not only that but as language, in 

a cognition by the language, reveals itself first, it stands as the expresser (vdcaka) 

of the language expressed (vacya) non-differently by it. The expressed, the ex

presser reveals non-differently, stands as the object of the analysis and in cases of 

analysis oflanguage, the signifier stands as the object (signified non-different from 

the former) of the analysis. As the two are non-different, we, as per expectancy, 

analyze the signified through its signifier and then the signified is revealed non

differently by the language through which we analyze it. This theory has a textual 

ground in karika 44 of the first part and in kdrikd 6 of the Jdti - samuddes'ah 

of Vdkyapadiya . According to the former, an expression comprises of the follow

ingtwo: 

1.	 Tokens/garbs that are the cause of manifestation of the language as idea. 

They are tools helping expression and 

2.	 The language which when manifested through garbs expresses itself and its 

meaning as well. The language and the meaning are only beings expressed 

in the mind that is intelligible beings. 

According to the latter, the signifier's own nature (svd - jdti) that is univer

sal because of being manifested by the garbs is known first and, then, it's signified 

(universal by nature) is expressed non-differently by it. This signified, in case of 

study and analysis oflanguage by language, is not different from the signifier itself 

as it serves as the object of analysis. As these are beings cognitive in nature, the 

former, with the expectancyof analysis of the latter, stands as means and the latter 

as the object of analysis and the vice versa. This explanation does not provide only 

a logic for accepting the analysis of signifier by signifier but explains properly the 

analysis of the signified by language as well. 
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If language is confined to tokens (written or verbal) and if meaning is a 

transcendental- signified, a meaning independently of the language out of which 

none is in the capacity of figuring as both the language and the meaning, there is no 

possibility of change of their status and, thus, of analysis of any. Out of them, the 

former could not because it is only a tool and the latter would not because it is pure 

meaning, which can never change that status. The term 'pure-meaning' is used by 

Derrida for a transcendental signified. 

Now coming to an examination of the latter view, a most critical and serious 

question can be labeled against the holistic theory that assumes indivisibility ofthe 

language and the meaning. Ifthese beings are indivisible, how can they be analyzed? 

Even if it is accepted that they, as such, cannot be analyzed and due to the artificial 

device ofanalysis we are helped in understanding it through piecemeal scheme, the 

question that arises significantly in respect of the language and meaning acquired 

through analysis is that if the language is indivisible then the meaning acquired by 

analysis is also indivisible and, thus, they also require to be analyzed further for 

understanding in piecemeal scheme. Analysis will be a fruitless process and a pur

poseless process can achieve nothing. In reply to this question, it can be said that 

there is no doubt that not only the meaning but also the language (words, suffixes) 

acquired by analysis is also indivisible unit, for they are also units of awareness in 

character. They are not divided actually by analysis". Analysis, for this view, is 

made through the divisions of tokens and is an artificial remedy for understanding 

the indivisible units through parts. Though the indivisible, as such, is not divided, the 

parts are taken as real for practical purposes because it is only through them that 

the indivisible is made clearly apprehended." Philosophers and the wise analyze the 

indivisible, knowledge, for grammar and practical purposes based on the concepts 

as they are revealed in the mind in communication. Analysis helps in putting the 

indivisible into intellectually derived divisions and, thus, makes it understandable 

through artificially derived predicates of it. The cognition of it as a synthetic whole, 

through predicates, attributes or other parts, helps manifestation of the indivisible. 

Manifested so, its nature is revealed in its clarity and distinctness from which the 

meaning is revealed non-differently. Knowledge, even ofand by a sentence, a word 

or a letter, is indivisible and can be analyzed by intellect for a clear understanding of 

those who can understand it only piecemeal. All predicates and attributes through 

which it is interpreted are intellectual device helping the understanding of the indi-
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visible as a synthesis of the part and, thus, they are not useless. 

Conclusively, it can be said that the meaning, in both of the theories, is a 

unit; a synthetic unit in the former while an indivisible unit in the latter. Both of the 

theories accept analysis as a process for understanding the indivisible signifier and 

signified. The meaning, in the former theory, is independent from and transcendental 

to the language while the language infuses it, in the latter. If the meaning is not taken 

as infused by the language the analysis of the language will not be the analysis of the 

meaning. Nonetheless, the analysis of the former will not be possible if it is not a 

cognitive-being because the mind can analyze only those beings which figure in it as 

the object of analysis and all that figure in the mind are beings revealed by and 

infused by the language. 

If thought is taken different from the language, as the theorists of the former 

view accept, the language will not be a thought and then it will not be an object of 

analysis. The thought cannot be analyzed by the language being independent from 

it. The analysis of a signified transcendental to and independent from language, 

which in their view is analyzed, is a deviated logic. 

Analysis can be a philosophical activity only if the object and the means of it 

are cognitive beings. Mind can analyze only those beings which figure in it. The 

language also figure in cognition by language and what figure in the mind are indivis

ible cognitive beings, that can be conceived as per expectancy ofanalyzing, as both 

the language and the meaning as well. As per expectancy of analyzing, cognitive 

being of the language serves, respectively, as the object of analysis of the language 

by the language and ofthe meaning by the language and the translation ofthe text is 

explained consistently well in the second theory for which a signifier infuses cogni

tion, the intelligible beings are only those expressed in the mind and what is known 

or expressed can only be translated and analyzed. 

NOTES AND REFERENCES 

1. By the statement 'The logic of difference of content and of garbs' I refer to the 

view of the theorists for whom the signified of the text/original is a transcenden

tal-signified and is different from the signified of the translations which are mere 

copies of the transcendental-signified or a s grasped by the minds of the transla

tors by the statement, 'The logic of non-difference of content and difference of 
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their garbs' I refer to the theorists, specially to Bhart: hari , for whom the con

tent of the translational express in is the same content of the text/original as in 

each case it is revealed non-differently by the spho ~ a which is the only revealcr 

in his philosophy. 

2. 'Garb' is the term used by B.K. Matilal for the language-tokens; see, The Word 

and The World, Oxford University Press, p. 122, 1990, which is Bhart: hari 's 

terminology is Vaikhari _s' abda which is articulated differently by different lan

guage communities for communicating the signified. Language-tokens are garbs 

of the expression which differ from community to community even in different 

occurrences of it by a person in the same community. A' content of a text' is the 

object of verbal-knowledge which, in realist's logic, is a transcendental signified 

and the' contents of the translations' are the copies of the transcendental signi

tied or the transcendental signified as appeared to the minds of the translators. 

3. B.K. Matilal, The Word and The World. Chapter 11, entitled 'Translation and 

Bhart: hari 's concept of language (s' abda )', which largely derives from a pa

per presented by him at a conference organized by J. Derrida and his colleagues 

in Paris during the festival of India in France, p. 122, 1990, 

4. B.K. Matilal, The Word and The World. p. 122. 

5. Ibid. p. 123. 

6. Ibid. p. 122. Matilal is right in his finding that there is no possibility of translation 

ifthis logic is applied on Bhart~· hari 's philosophy. However, he has overlooked 

the second logic which is, particularly, eoncerned with Bhart: hari . 

7, In Vdkyapadiya . 1/123 he clearly says that language infuses cognition, 'Na 

so sti pratyayo lake yah s'abddnugamdd ~ te , Anuviddhamiva 

jiidnam sarvam s'abdena bhdsate. There is no idea / cognition isolated from 

language and all cognition is cognition shot through and through by language. 

8. Unlike the senses in perception, the language is a verbal-cognition, when mani

fested by the token, reveals it first and then its meaning is revealed non-differ

ently by it. There is no possibility of a language-free cognitive-content. 

Vdkyapadiya . 1/55-56. 

9. B.K. Matilal, The Word and The World, p. 122. 

10. Ibid, p. 122. While defining translation Matilal has rightly observed reading as a 
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creative transformation and translation as a part of the accepted style ofphiloso

phizing. I have simply furthered some criteria for accepting translation as cogni

tive and, hence, philosophical activity. For my presentation, translation is the 

cognitionof the same content in several occurrences through different garbs of 

different language communities. 

11. The Word and the World, 1990, p. 123. 

12.	 Gha!ajiianamitijiianam gha!ajiianavilak~a1?am gha!a it yap i 

yajjiidnam vi ~ayopanipQti tat. Yato vi ~ayaruper:a jiianariipam na 

g~hyate svariipam ndvadhdryate. Vdkyapadiya 3/1/105-6. This issue, in 

rather great detail, is discussed in a paper entitled, 'Cognition Being and Possibil

ity of Expressions: A Bhart ~ hari an Approach', by the same author, JICPR, 

Vol. XIV, No.1, pp. 65-95, 1996. 

13.	 Bhart ~ hari 's concept ofuniversal as the import of words is discussed, in detail, 

in a paper by the same author entitled' Bhart r hari 's reply to Vais' e s ika' s ar.	 . 
guments against universal as the import of words', Darshana International, 

Vol. XXXVII, No.4, pp. 22-24, 1997. 

14. The spho t a . for Bhart r hari , is universal which is manifested by language. 
tokens differing from community to community. With the differences of tokens 

the spho!a does not differ or change. He writes, 

's'abdasyordhvamabhivyakterv~tti bhedam tu vaik~tQh dhvanayah 

samupohante spho!atma tairna bhidyate. Viikyapadiya , 1/77. 

Mahdbhd ~ yakdra has also mentioned the same idea in his commentary of 

TAPARA supra of Pd n ini. 

15. See,	 Bhart ~ hari 's 'Philosophy of Relation Between the Word and the Mean

ing', by the same author, JICPR, Vol. Xl, No.2, pp. 43-44, 1994. 

16. See, the paper of Paul Ricoeur, 'Existence and Hermeneutics', in Contempo

rary Hermeneutics. edited by Josef Blender, pp. 242-3, Routledge and Kegan 

Paul, London, 1980. 

17.	 Jiiiinas'obdiirthavis ayd vis'e s d ye vyavasthitdh . Tes dm 

duravadhiiratvdj jiiiiniidyekatvadars'anam . Vdkyapadiya . 3/] /1 01; 

also see, Helaraja on it while discussing the samc signified by the use of 

Apabhrans'as (language-tones belonging to different language communities 

other than Sanskrit) in tile: In,,( nan of VZ1In·(1/'a,Hy7. Bharr r h,-! theories that 
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the same real language is manifested by thorn. They are synonymous. V r ui on 

Vdkyapadiya 1/ 149, The correct form of the word is manifested by them to a 

person versed in communication Vdkyapadiya . 1/242 and from the correct 

form of the word the spho! a is revealed from which signified is revealed non

differently, V~tti on Vdkyapadiya 1/150-51. 

18. Spho t a in philosophy of Bhart r hari , is the real language, the language. It is an .	 . 
inner, indivisible and ubiquitously given being having awareness in nature which 

when manifested by tokens (Vaikharl = the language we speak, write, here 

and read) reveals itself by which its meaning is revealed non-differently. 

19. The term	 'proxy analysis' means a process in which what is analyzed is lan

guage and what it stands for is a being transcendental and independent from 

language. For this theory, a transcendental being of a signified is required as a 

constant content to serve as the basis of analysis. If this is so there must be a 

transcendental-signifier and only in that case the analysis of language by lan

guage can be explained consistently. As the theorists do not accept the concept 

of transcendental language, there is no possibility ofanalyzing language by lan

guage. I have used the term 'proxy-analysis' for the view of those who take 

language as representative of the meaning and thus the analysis oflanguage, for 

them, represents the analysis of meaning. 

20. By the term	 'expression -analysis ' 1 mean the analysis of the meaning as it 

figures in the mind non-differently by the language. It is the view of those for 

whom the language expresses and infuses cognition. The meaning is non-differ

ent from the language. As the two are non-different, the analysis of the former, 

for them, is the analysis of the latter. It is the view of those for whom the lan

guage expresses and infuses cognition. The meaning is non-different from the 

language. As the two are non-different, the analysis of the former, for them, is 

the analysis of the latter. It is analysis in terms of the language. 

21. Indivisible	 spho! a and pratibhii are the units of awareness in nature and 

there is no possibility ofany actual division ofsuch units ofawareness in charac

ter. 

22.	 Upayah s'ik ~ama'!anam biildndmapaldpanah , Astye vartamani 

sthitvd tatah satyam samihate- Vdkyapadiya 2/238. 
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SA M KHYA - YOGA PSYCHOLOGY OF COGNITION 

PRABHAT MISRA 

The Sarnkhya philosophers maintain that the phenomenon of the world is a 

transformation or modification (pari,! dma or vikara sofunconscious prak ~ ti . 

Worldly cognition is also modification, it is the mental modification, psychosis 

technically called anta h kara n av r tti , ' Anta~kara,!a' is the whole mental 

apparatus including buddhi, manas and ahamkdra . These three inner organs are 

counted as one, because of the fact that they are very closely related to one another. 

The anta ~ kara '!av ~ tti is sometimes called buddhiv ~ tti , sometimes, cittav ~ tti 

and generally it is called v ~ tti. In the Sarnkhya , the term v ~ tti has been 

employed in both the senses of pramd '!a - instrumental cause of cognition and 

pramd - cognition. 

In the process ofperceptual cognition, according to the Sarnkhya , the sense

object contact is necessary, but the modification of anta ~ kara '!a into the shape 

of the sensible object is more necessary. It is only when anta ~ kara '!a , the internal 

organ gets modified into the form of sense-given object, then on account of the 

predominance of sattvagu,! a in the buddhi, the tama ~ (darkness) i.e. ignorance 

of the object is removed; and with the help of the illumination by ever conscious 

puru ~ a, there arises the cognition, technically speaking, buddhiv ~ tti or 

cittav r tti . 

The Sdmkhyakdrikii defines perception as 

,prativi sayddhyavasdyo d~ ~tam' (Karika -5).' Prativis aya' means objective 

reference. This objective reference has been understood as the sense-object contact 

by all the commentators. We do not find any mention of'indriya' or ' indriydrtha' 

in the Sarnkhyakarika . But as we have said, the word prativi ~ aya I implies the I 

sense-object contact I prativi ~ aya' without which perception cannot be explained 

and consequently it cannot be distinguished from inference, remembrance etc. 

, Adhyavasd'ya' is certainly the function of buddhi1. Thus for the ' d ~ ~ tam I or 

perceptual cognition, the sense-contact and the function of buddhi (buddhiv ~ tti) 
are required along with the illumination by the ever conscious puru ~ a . According 
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to the Samkhya , when the sense-organ comes uuo contact with the object, the 

organ acquires the v ~ tti , named' alocana '. 

The buddhi comes in relation to the external object through the sense-organ 

and becomes modified into the shape of the object. lfthe modification or v ~ tti be 

certain, there arises cognition. The buddhi is extremely pure (svaccha) and so can 

take up the reflection of puru! a . When puru! a is reflected on the buddhiv~ tti 

in the shape ofthe object in concem, the unconscious buddhi appears to be conscious, 

and the non-attached (asanga) puru!a becomes related to the object. Thus the 

relation between buddhiv~ tti and puru ~ a is established with the help ofreflection. 

And in that case, it appears to the buddhi.v ~ tti or the puru! a that "I am cognising." 

In general, however, Sarnkhya view of the psychological process in 

perceptual cognition is as follows. 

First, the sense-organ receives an immediate impression of the object. 

Secondly, the impression enters into the manas through the organ. Thirdly, the manas 

reflects on the impression and gives it over to ahamkdra . Fourthly, ahamkiira . 

after appropriating the impression represents it to the buddhi. Finally, the buddhi 

ascertains it with the help of the illumination or retlection of puru!a. At this final 

stage, puru ~a is reflected on the huddhiv ~ tti and possessed of the reflection of 

the latter; the reflection of v ~ tti does not exclusively fall on the pum ~a . This is 

the view of vacaspati . But according to Vijiiauabhik ~u, both the buddhiv ~ tti 

and puru ~a are reflected on each other. 

The Sarnkhya speaks of the modifications of the sense-organs In the 

perceptual process." For this, the eminent Sarnkhya thinkers like the author of the 

Yuktidipika regard the sense-organs to be pervasive. The Yuktidipika Kara has 

established his positions with the support of some ancient teacher of Sarnkhya . 

The supporting view of the teacher is this : The sense-organs are products of 

ahamkdra and so, pervasive.' In fact, most of the Sarnkhya teachers regard the 

sense-organs as the sattvic modification of the ohamkdra - the organs are not 

mere visible parts of the body. The Sarnkhya recognises the v: tti of the sense

organs, particularly with a view to solve the problem ofvisual and auditory perceptions, 

in which cases direct contact of the respective sense-organs is not always found. 

"According to this system", as Puiinbihari Chakraborty puts, "an organ of knowledge 

when explained in the Western ji;;1It, is the sensory psycho-physical impulse that 

goes out of the body and like [,)1.,; photograpluc pre-cess rccc: ves an immediate 
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impression of the object. It is called v ~ tti ofthc sense-organ through whose instru

mentality, direct contact with an external object becomes possible. All these can be 

explained if the sense-organs are regarded to be the products of ahamkdra with 

preponderance of Sattva therein"." 

Besides the sense-organs and internal organ, the Samkhya also recognises 

five motor organs viz. - the organs ofspeech, prehension, movement, excretion and 

reproduction. The sense-organs, the motor organs and the internal organ - all these 

eleven organs have function in the cognitive process, most obviously in perceptual 

cognition. The function of these organs is to grasp, retain and illumine the object.' 

With regard to these functions there are different views among the different thinkers. 

After a good deal of consideration Pulinbihari Chakraborty opines that the view of 

the author of the Yuktidipika seems to be justified and in accordance with the 

view of the SamkhyaKarika. According to the Yuktidipika kara , the motor 

organs are capable to seize the objects, so grasp them; retention is the function of 

the sense-organs - these sense - organs receive the objects which are in contact, 

take an immediate impression and are accordingly modified into the very shape of 

them. The function of illumination or manifestation of the objects belong to the 

internal organs viz. manas, ahamkiira and buddhi" 

However, the modification of the sense-organs and that of the 

anta h karaJ}a ~ have nicely been illustrated by Vyoma s'ivacarya in his 

Vyomavati . The Vais'c ~ika thinker has quoted a Kdrika from some ancient 

Sarnkhya text. In connection with the puru ~ a's experiences and the cognition of 

buddhi he quotes it.? It is said that as a principle, the buddhi is different from the 

puru ~ a . Coming into contact with the objects, the sense-organs are modified into 

the shape of them. The buddhi also assumes the very modified form of the sense

organs. Consequently there begins the flow ofsattva in the buddhi, and it becomes 

transparent like the self-luminous puru .~. a . At that time what happens is that the 

puru ~ a is reflected on the buddhi. Just as the moon is reflected on the transpar

ent water, not on polluted one, so the puru ~ (I is reflected on the buddhi. When 

sattva predominates in it. Indeed, as soon as the buddhi is so modified, the mass

stuff or tamas disappears from tile buddhi. The illustration also reveals that though 

in the case of cognition, F lilT',', co-nes in coutact \~itb the buddhi, it's distinct

ness and sell-Iuminousity if: Hcr :'n;'"· i radicred. Pc,coil S experience of cogni lion of 

buddhi (;'7uddhivr tn , if ,',(, , ( l,'\Ii. ;Jip)"r,i 'he (~·lri· :!waY"f'a: it 
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experiences the cognition through its reflection on the buddhi. 

It is interesting to note that the Sarnkhya view of the cognitive process 

bears some affinity with the Kantian theory of the origin of knowledge. In his 

Critique of Pure Reason Kant has dearly shown that knowledge is produced out of 

the two joint factors - one is the synthetic activity ofmind and another, the manifold 

of sense impressions of things in themselves. To the Sarnkhya also, knoledge is 

the joint product of Punisa's conciousness and impressions of the evolutes of 

prak r ti , Moreover Kant speaks of the three-fold synthesis in knoledge situation: 

(i) synthesis of simple apprehensions in intuition, (ii) synthesis of reproduction in 

imagination and (iii) synthesis ofrecognition in a concept. The first resembles to the 

functions sense-organs (dlocanii} in the Sarnkhya . The second synthesis corre

sponds to the power of reproducing past impressions; this resembles to the 

Sarnkhya principle that v ~ tti is originated from the mental traces - either vdsana 

or samskdra . And the third synthesis ofrecognition in a concept may be compared 

with the ascertaining function t adhyavasiiya ) of buddhi. 

Again both the Sarnkhya philosopher and Kant would believe in the ultimate 

unity of consciousness for Kant, it is the synthetic unity of apperception; to the 

Sarnkhya thinker, it is the self-consciousness of the ego- puru ~ a as in±1uenced 

by the ever conscious transcendental self. In fact, Kant has established that in a 

knoledge-situation, both the subjective and objective conditions are essential. So 

also in the Sarnkhya , purusa' s transcendental consciousness constitutes the 

subjective condition of cognition and prak r ti alongwith its evolutes serves as the 

objective condition of the same. 

The concept of v ~ tti has been more elaborately handled in the Yoga. K.c. 
Bhattacharya opines that in the Sarnkhya v ~ tti is really not a presentation - not a 

real modification of the buddhi - it is a constructive mode. Because of the fact that 

the reality of the buddhi is dependent on its specific function. But according to the 

Yoga, v ~ ttis as the cognitive presentations are real modifications of the Citta? I 

,Yogascittav ~ ttinirodha h' 9. That is why the Yoga thinkers have given a special 

emphasis on the Cittav ~ tti . It clearly stated that there are five kinds of Cittav ~ tti . 

- pramd '!a (valid cognition) viparyaya, (erromeous cognition), vikalpa (cognition 

through conventional expression) nidrd (sleep), which is devoid ofany object and 

sm r ti (memory)!". K.c. Bhattacharya observes, "The classification of v r ttis is. . 
at once psychological and epistemological, psychological so far as presentation is 

itself a differentiated mental object and epistemological so far as presentation is of 
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an experienceable object." 11 

The Yoga like Sarnkhya , however, holds that pramd '!a or right cognition 

is of three kinds - pratyak ~a (perception), anumdna and dgama . When citta 

comes into contact with the external objects through the medium of the sense

organs and assumes their form, then perceptual cognition arises. Pratyak ~a is 

really such a v ~ tti that have the shape ofa real object relating more to its particularity 

alongwith than to its generality." Anumdna is a Cittav ~ tti , that arises as a 

cognition of the generic nature ofthe things. It is a v ~ tti in connection with an 

external object with emphasis on the generality of it. And such an object is sign or 

li '!ga of the inferable thing - that is present in the examples of its class and is 

absent in the examples of other class. 13 Agama is that cittav ~ tti which arises 

from heard words of the apta(trustworthy person) - the words produce meaning 

of the objects in the form of v ~ tti in citta." 

Viparyaya is the erroneous cognition. According to the Yoga, this v ~ tti does 

not consist ofthe form ofthe object to which it refers.15 In general, the Yoga contention 

is that cognition arises out of the presentation of form (v ~ tti ). But in the case of 

viparyaya, we do not really find any.object - form. That the presented form of the 

v ~ tti is contradicted by the subsequent right cognition is not granted the contradicted 

form of object (snake in a rope, e.g.) does never appear in the v ~ tti , So it is said 

that viparyaya is the cittav ~ tti of cittav ~ tti disintegrated under the powerful 

pressure of the vdsand or unconscious, loosely speaking, is the false impression or 

mithyd samskiira . Viparyaya or the erroneous cognition is a form of avidyd . 

According to Vyasa, it can be characterised by the five degrees of it - avidyd . , 

asmitd, raga, dve ~ a and abhinives'a .16 

The notion of viparyaya v ~ tti reveals that there is a role of vdsand or 

sarnskara in the field of v ~ tti . Of course, vdsand and samskara , though 

identified as non-different in the Vyasa - bha ~ ya , are not the same. Samskdras 

are the sub-conscious states being generated by the experiences. Vdsands are the 

innate sarnskaras - they are not acquired in this life. In the cognitive situation, 

sarnskaras and Vdsands are revived under suitable associations. The citta has a 

collection of the past tendencies or Vdsands . And the samskdras are the root 

impressions ofa continuing life, these arise from the cognition or v ~ tti ; again the 

samskaras give rise to the v ~ tit . VZisanas as the innate samskiiras may be iden

tified with the samskiiras .All the sarnskaras (including vasanas ) or mental traces 
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nons and mental traces is eve; rcvoiving."
 

the Vi,' ttis like perception, inference de. rev'r~s 1'1' samskdros for their genera


tion for example, an act of perceptual cognition .-[cftnds sonic hON on some sort of
 

reproductive process that may characterise tik memory - trace (sarfiskaras}
 

Vikalpa or verbal cognition as il11ag'i~c,JG.i rs that which implies the con

sciousness of a content, that is not real, yet \', L'~ljy ':1C:1I1t. 1" The content is known 

as unreal, yet verbally expressible. The corner.' however, is presented as urrcai, but 

possible object. Viparyayo also consists of u. .. rcaicontent; but in that case, the 

content itself is not expressible and it is not UK unreality of possible object. Thus 

vikalpa is neither pramd '!a .nor vipwyaya, i, is a distinct v ':'III . It is found in 

our experience through the linguistic expressions like 'human hom'( narasrnga ) 

ctc. 

Nl'dra or sleep is the mental modification in terms of the cognition ofjust 

a withdrawal from the external world." It is v~' tti or cognition as it is directly 

remembered in the form 'I slept well, my mind was peaceful and tranquil ... etc.' It 

is remembered, since samskdra was left by sleep; and as it is samskdra , there 

must arise v r: tti beforehand in the citta. The Nyaya does not recognise nidrd as 

a v r: tti ,because to it, the abseace ofall types cognition is sleep t nidrd or su~' upti ). 

To the Advaita Vedanta nidrd is a v~tti, but not of buddhi, it is the 

ajiidnav r: tti from the Sarnkhya - yoga point of view Vijiiabhik ~ U has reacted 

to such an Advaita position in his Yogavdrttika . He states that if the Advaitin 

takes ojiiiina in such an account, then the ajhiinav r: ttis might be appeared in 

dream and waking states also. And consequently, there would be no necessity of 

recognising any v r: tti of buddhi. Nidrd , however, is a derivative v r: tti - it is the 

recognition of past experience. 

Smr. ti (memory) is also a eittav r tti , It is the retention of an object or . 
event as cognised." It is, in fact, an intemally initiated cognition qualified by the 

recognition of its being of past experience. The object of primary apprehension (it 

may be any of the five v r: ttis like pramd '!a, viparyaya, vikalpa etc.) and ap .. 

prehension (recognitions) itself. So memory is the apprehension of apprehensions, 

It should be recognised a~: a separate ':"e tti Vacaspati , the author of 

Tattvavais'aradi points out thalli] ather elfin I' (Ii. like pnn"';:;,:1 a cu. i~; 'f: rise 

to the knolcdge of some unknov: '.JL;:,:ct (cith.: '-'.1.'11'. iL or paru. U;tr); j',u' ""TJh.H V 
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sentation of same object. Sometimes it may not cover the whole presentations, but 

it would never transgress the same." 

Cittav r ttis , as explained above, arc, after all the works of self-conscious

ness. This self-consciousness is a consciousness for which there is an observer

entity observing for ever whatever is going on in the external world in its respect. 

But it is thoroughly detached from all the objectivities of the external world. It is the 

subject per-excellence. To the Sarnkhya - yoga philosophers, it is the puru ~ a 

conscient subject. And it seems to resemble to the sdksl-caitonya of the Advaita 

Vedanta. However, this subjective principle of the Sarnkhya - yoga observes its 

own objective being, but does not transform itself into objectivity. 

Citta or buddhi is the product of prak ': ti and so, the pure matter per

excellence. It is capable oftaking in the reflection of puru~aappears to be puru~a. 

It may be said to be the objective puru~a. This objective puru~a is the aham or 

ego. The subjective puru ~ a is adjacent to and detached from the citta. It observes 

the objective ego- puru~a, which is nothing but the objective reflection of the 

subjective puru~a within citta. The observer subjective puru~a is citi or d,: k; 
and the objective ego- puru~ais citta or d r sya . The d r k purusai« adjacent to 

the mental «:sya -ego - it detachedly observes the latter as its own reality. This 

estimate of self-consciousness is the underlying logic ofall the Cittav ': ttis . 

But the v,: tti theory ofcognition as outlined above seems to be inconsistent. 

That the pervasive citta or buddhi assumes the object form is granted. But for the 

final cognition, whether the purusais reflected on the buddhi qualified by v,:tti 

or the latter is reflected on the former is not yet settled. This inconsistency, the 

scholars argue, is due to the recognition of prak ': ti - puru ~ a dualism of the 

Sarnkhya - yoga. If the subjective ever conscious puru~a and the prak r ti 

product unconscious anta h kara 'fa (including the manas, ahamkdra and buddhi) 

be totally different and the two independent realities, then how can the subjective be 

really related to the objective Vi: tti ? Dr. Radhak ~ ishnan puts this inconsistency 

with reference to the view of Yamunacarya , the author of Atmasiddhi, "The 

mechanical modifications ofbuddhi become illumined as ifby magic, with the light 

of consciousness. We have not here any explaination of conscious knoledge. The 

rise of consciousness on the occasion of a mechanical modification is a baffling 

mystery. lin 

Above all, the modification of anta ~ kara 'fa, which is the p.oduct ofsolely 
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independent inert prak ~ ti in .;vvry instance of c")i!,rnudCl is somehow unimclhgible, 

if it be not linked up with any CO nscious princ.p.e The Advaita Vedanta is also in 

favour of the v~' tti theory of cogniuon. But In the Advaita, Brahman, the single 

conscious principle is pervaded in all the material principles like the anta ~l kara t} a . 

And so the modification of it has consistently been explained by that system of 

philosophy. 
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FEMINITY has occupied the field of religion also. In different religious texts the 

female deity has occupied a prominent role, after considering the role of female in 

our life in so far as the concept of fertility is concerned. Feminine qualities of 

godhead have always appealed and influenced the believer of God. In our country 

the female deity has been ascribed as super human powers of creation, mainte

nance and destruction. It is the quality ofsacrificing motherhood that gets the most 

emphasis in the conception of female deity. The reason lies on the fact that mother 

captures the emotion, anxiety, fear, love etc. ofthe child more sincerely and deeply 

than father. 

We find a close affinity between female god in religion and Prak r ti in 

Sarnkhya as described by ls'varak ~ ~ fla. Prak ~ ti is compared to a dancer. Just 

as a dancer after exhibiting herself at some stage stops to dance, Prak ~ ti , after 

its complete manifestation in Puru ~ a, ceases to produce.' Prak ~ ti is said to 

have constituted with three gu fl as - sattva, raja ~ and tama h , As each and 

every woman in Prak ~ ti , she also possesses such qualities, which generates 

pleasure t priti ), pain (vi ~jjda) and infatuation (moha). Ifthe mind of the knower 

is influenced by the prominence of the sattva-quality, it becomes transparent and 

hence it apprehends the pleasant character of an object. If the mind of the knower 

retains the prominence of raja ~ -quality, it becomes agitated and grasps the un

pleasant character of an object. If the same mind is influenced by the prominence 

of tama ~ -quality, it attains the infatuative character of an object. 

The above mentioned characteristics of the three gu "! as remain in the 

woman who is also Prak r ti , It has been stated in the 

Sdmkhya - tattva - kaumudi that a woman has got these three characteristic 

features. A young beautiful married woman makes her own husband happy and 

hence her husband appprehends only her pleasant character. She makes other co

wives unhappy and hence her pleasant character is revealed to them. The same 

lady infatuates those who want to have her but fail. These lovers realize her only 
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infatuative nature. Hence, this example shows how a woman is constituted ofsattva, 

raja~ and tamah qualities (Ekaivastrlriipa-yauvana-kiila-s'lla

sampanna svdminam sukhakaroti . Tat kasya hetoh? Sviiminamproti tasyd ~ 

sukhariipasamudbhdvdt , Saiva stri sapatnirdu ~ khdkaroti tat kasya beto ~ ? 

Tii h prati tasyd mahariipasamudbhiivdt , Evam purufanataram 

tdmavindamdnam saiva mohayati tat kasya heto~? Tam prati tasyd 

mohariipasamudbhdvdt - Tattvakaumudi on Kiirikii ,13). 

Though a woman is described as the cause of pleasure, misery and infatua

tion, she is, in fact, an embodiment ofhappiness, misery and infatuation. Something, 

which is the cause ofhappiness, is in the form ofhappiness, is in the form ofhappi

ness (tatra yat sukhahetu tat sukhdtmakam sattvam). Each and every transformed 

object is in the form of happiness, misery and infatuation. The existence of sattva, 

raja ~ and tama ~ is inferred as the cause of such happiness, misery and infatua

tion (Pari ,!amF paddrtha ~ sukha-du hkha - mobdtmaka - kdra n aka h 

sukbadu ~ kha - mohdtmakatvdt) . Following the same logic a woman is described 

as having such character. 

The universal respect and worship shown to an ideal woman is the only rea

son, which prompts an individual to worship a Divine Mother. The female is either in 

the form of a loving mother or an angry mother. Both the forms are acceptable to 

the devotees. The icon of the goddess is found to bear sword ( K ~ pd '!a ) on the 

one hand, the cause offear, and at the same time giving assurance ofmaking others 

fearless with another.' That is to say, a deity is found in both the forms - fearfulness 

and fearlessness. It may be asked why we should look at the hands of the icon, 

which symbolically harmonizes between two situations - fearlessness and fearful

ness. In reply Rabindranath says that the man who knows the significance of the 

postures of the hands of the deity knows the real nature of the deity - 'ye 

tomdr cheq e tor hat! i dekhe asal jana sei jdniche 'J. 

In the same way it can be said that the icon of goddess Durgii represents 

another type of harmony between two forms: goddess as the locus of immortality 

(am ~ tddhi ~! hdtri) and warrior-goddess (ra '!adevi), These two forms are 

available in ordinary female also. In ordinary woman there is motherliness as well 

as property of being a warrior. In fact, we love to think of having such qualities in 

our beloved deity. That is why; she is represented as both creator and destroyer. 

The following image of Durgd is found in the Alarkan 1eyapurd '!a, which bears 
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the same significance. It is said - r Soumydni ydni, rupd '! i trailokye vicaranti 

te, yani cdtyantaghora ,!i taih rak s dsmanstathd ,,' That is 0 goddess! your 

sober image, the creator and sustainers, and the terrific image, the destroyer, exist

ing in the three worlds, may protect all persons residing in this world. Among the 

various manifestations of s'akti (Divine Power) the benign aspect deals with the 

creative faculty as found in Durgd Mahdlak ': mi , Mahiisarasvati etc. The terri

ble aspect denotes the power of destruction of the same. In this aspect of Divine 

Power appears as Kiili, Bhairavi, Chinnamastd etc. 

All the forms of benign goddess are working for the welfare of the world. 

Mahdlak ~ mi is the most widely worshipped aspect of S'akti who is also called 

s'ri because she is associated with an individual's fertility, good luck, wealth and 

well being. 

The Prak ~ ti of Sdmkhya is represented as a female principle. Basically it 

stands for mother earth, the fruit-bearing soil. The relation between r-»: a and 

Prak ~ ti is explained in the light of the relation between a man and a woman. 

Prak ~ ti attracts Puru ~ a just as a woman does. Hence, Prak ~ ti sometimes is 

described as a bride and sometimes as a beautiful dancing actress. Apart from this 

Prak ~ ti is endowed with feminine virtues like generous character (Karika ,60) 

etc.that normally belong to a thinking and self-conscious mind. Prak ~ ti is called 

generous by virtue ofthe fact that she works for the enjoyment of the Punt~· a hav

ing no modes, activities etc. Hence, Puru ~ a cannot reciprocate or cannot give 

anything to Prak ~ ti in return. Prak ~ ti having exhibited herself retires from the 

scene as a "modest matron who may be surprised in dishabille by a strange man, but 

takes good heed that another shall not behold her offher guard".' 

In the like manner it can be said that a man can have the creative power if he 

is associated with his wife or beloved etc. Maya represents the feminine power in 

the activity ofcreation. Though Maya is considered illusory after certain stage, it is 

necessary for our activities in the phenomenon level. Though there is falsity in Maya. 

yet it is essential for ordinary behaviour. We know very clearly that self is com

pletely different from the non-self. In other words, it is known to us that the proper

ties of Selfare completely different from the non-self. In other words, it is known to 

us that the properties of Selfare completely different from those ofnon- selfand the 

vice-versa. The concept of Puru ~ a , on the other hand, denotes the man or the 

male principle. "As the birth of a child proceeds from the union of male and female, 
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so the production and creation results from the union of Prak r ti and Puru s a .6. . 
A notion of Prak ~ ti is called feminine which has primary role to play. It 

reflects an ancient agricultural matriarchal society. This concept of material 

Prak ~ ti is evolved from the concept ofa material earth mother who provides forces 

stimulating generative power ofnature. 

It is known that S''aktior the feminine aspect of god did not get separate 

importance in S'aivism- Umd, Ambikii, Parvatl .Haimavati, Kali etc. got only the 

status of wife of Rudra S'iva . S'iva and S'akti are not two separate realities, but 

two conceptual phases or aspects of the same reality. In S'aivism S'akti is de

scribed as the heart and the essence of S'iva . 

According to the Spanda, a branch ofKashmir S'aivism (which is otherwise 

called pratyabhijiiddars'ana). S'iva is the cause ofall distinctions. Vasugupta,an 

dciirya belonging to this school, is of the opinion - "Spanda (vibration) is a psychic 

energy. It is a divine power in the form of serpent power awakened by breath 

control and concentration on the Divine on it ... it ascends to the highest centre 

above the cerebrum and unite with S'iva. 7 

According to the followers of this school. S'iva is independent and involves 

in creation by his will-force all that comes into being. The Lord S'iva is both tran

scendent and immanent. The former is described as S'iva and the later part is 

called S'akti . The transcendent part of S'iva . which is not associated with S'akti , 

is called S'iva (dead body), In fact Parama S'iva is the perfect equilibrium be

tween S'iva and S'akti . The Kashmir S'aivism does not give an independent real

ity to Prak ~ ti as the Sdmkhya gives. It is always associated with Prak ~ ti , Siva 

is considered as the Divine Physician iVaidyandtha land the Lord of dance 

( Na !ariija ). His companionfor all times is whitebull and his consort is Parvatf who 

is rather a part of himself. 

S'iva is the symbolic representation of the union between male and female 

principles, which is represented as the image of Ardhandrts'vara- Here the God 

forms the two halves ofone body. Philosophically it can be explained as a creative 

union of the active and passive principles. "The Yogis'vara S'iva together with 

his active (huntress) wife is a direct illustration of the inactive Puru ~ a and the 

active Prak ~ ti principles. S'iva and Pdrvati thus satisfied the religious cravings 

at all levels of consciousness". 8 
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The idea of Ardhandris'vara involves is two aspects of one Ultimate 

Being. In the inactive or negative aspect of all creative impulses remain dormant 

and the whole universe lies as a mere possibility. In the negative aspect S'akti 

remains perfectly absorbed in the Lord as if they are embraced deeply. The union of 

S'akti and S'iva is the basis of the concept of Ardhandris'vara . As each and 

every human being is the temple of Ardhaniiris'vara , this represents the dual 

personality of human being. In the concept of Ardhandris'vara , the male and the 

female deity have got the equal status. 'The male and female represent in the 

visible world the division which is present in the nature of the Absolute as S'iva and 

S'akti , and the perfect union of the S'iva and S'akti is the highest reality. In 

Sahajiyd Buddhism S'u '! yatd (void) and Karu '!a(compassion) transformed as 

the Prajiid and Updya as the two aspects of ultimate reality, these aspects are 

similiar S'akti and S'iva concept"." 

In Vaisnavism also the place of S'akti or the female power is very much 

prominent. Since Lord K ~ ~ '! a is described as Saccidananda , his essential power 

svariipas'akti has three attributes corresponding to three aspects. The Sat aspect 

contains sandhini s'akti ,the cit element bears the samvit s' akti and a nanda as

pect has got hlddini s'akti . Among these three powers the last one is the principal 

energy and it is the most important. The central idea of Vaisanavism is the bliss 

(hladin!) aspect of K ~ ~ '! a. Radha is the embodiment of bliss and K ~ ~ '! a 

represents the idea of S'akti and S'aktimat (the possessor of the power). 

In Bengal Vaisnavism Radha and K ~ ~ ': a are taken as one and the same. 

Before the origination of the universe Vis'! u was alone and he wanted to create. 

This creation is possible through his energy of Prak ~ ti . Riidhii is treated as the 

'transfiguration of the infinite potency of love contained in the very nature of 

K ~~. ~l a . Both Radha and K ~ ~ '! a are taken as one and the same principle. The 

separation, which is apparent, is due to the self-realization of K ~ ~ '! a . Within 

himself K ~ ~ '!a has two aspects - the enjoyer and the enjoyed. In order to realize 

himself in the form of enjoyer he created Radha. Thus Riidhd represents herself 

as the eternal enjoyed while K r s n a is the eternal enjoyer. This mutual relation of 

love gives rise to eternal Divine Sport (Ilia) of Vrindaban .10 

This mutual relation of enjoyer and the enjoyed is similar to that relation be

tween Puru fa, and Prak ~ ti , Prak ~ ti is described as enjoyed by Puru f a in 

the Siimkhya Philosophy. Prak ': ti wants to have the presence of Puru fa for 
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being appreciated. Puru ~ a also requires the presence of Prak ~ ti in order to make 

himself free i kaivalyiitham ).11 The Samkhya makes Prak ~ ti an integral part 

of Puru ~a and she is conceived as the energy of Puru ~a. The Sdmkhya Phi

losophers think that the two principles can be bound through some fundamental 

union." In Vaisnavism such union in the relation ofeternal love between Riidhii and 

K ~ ~ '!a . Which is a state of bliss, is found. 

According to Rupa Goswami, Riidhd who is hlddini s'akti of K ~ ~ '!a is 

inseparable from K ~ ~ '!a . In order to realize the intensity of the love of 

Rii..dhii towards K ~ ~ '!a had taken the form of Caitanya. So far as his appear

ance is concerned, he is K ~ ~ '!a being associated with the light or luster arising 

from the supreme emotion of Riidhd (Radha 

bhdva - dyuti - subalitak ~ ~ '!ariipa ~) . That is why, the dual incarnation of 

Riidhii and K r s n a is found in Caitanya. 

The Vaisnava poets of Bengal expressed sakhibhdva i.e., on attitude of the 

female companion to Riidhii and K ~ ~ '!a . Jaydeva, Vidyapati , Can~ idasa etc. 

were absorbed in such sakhlbhdva- which is the best of way of realizing the 

Divine love. The phenomenon of sakhlbhiiva is explained as follows: "The gen

eral Vaisnava view is that J[va being T qtastha s'akti of K ~ ~ '!a is, after 

all, Prak ~ ti ,and its pride being the Puru ~ a ( Puru ~ abhimdna )must be removed 

before it can be permitted to have its proper place in the eternal region of 

svariipas'akti ".13 

To the Sahajias Riidhii and K ~ ~'! a are not merely historical personality, 

rather each and every human being feels within him the spiritual essence of K ~ ~ '!a 

and Radha. 

This history of holding man and woman as the physical manifestation of 

Riidhd and K ~ ~ '!a seems to have been inherited from the earlier Tiintric phi

losophy. To the Hindu Tantras all men and women are incarnations of S'iva and 

S'akti . which are described as updya (means of the attainment of prajiid )and 

prajiid (wisdom or intuition) is fundamental in Tdntric Buddhism. 14 

As told earlier in Vaisnavism Rddhii has occupied a prominent or supreme 

position in the Divine Sports as occurred in Vrindaban. She is regarded as 

hlCidini s'aktiorthe power of K ~ ~~ a .The hliidini Sfakti is an emanation from 

God's svariipas'akti ct sentiment power. In God svariipas'oktitesuies in the 
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semblance of Rasa and makes him the transcendental Rasika. In the devotee this 

power is Bhakti. Rddhd is the personification of bhaktirasa, ... the embodiment 

ofLovc Divine and, therefore, superior to the other milkmaids and even the queens 

of K ~ ~ '!a . She is the greatest devotee of K:"~ '!a , who regards himself as her 

disciple." 

In Indian religion ladies are compared to energy. Just as there is similarity 

between Prak r ti - Puru s a and Riidhd - K r s n a , matter and its energy are 
•• ~ II • 

treated as the dual manifestations of the same cause. "The Puru sa - Prak r ti con. . 
cepts are so closely united by the bond of love that the separation of one means the 

death of the other,"!" The scientific truth behind this is without energy matter be

comes inactive and energy cannot manifest itself without matter. In the Sdmkhya 

system such an idea has been expressed very clearly. Prak ~ ti like a woman takes 

seat on the shoulder of a man making man subservient to her own desire. This has 

been explained with the help ofandha-pangu- nydya (Principle involved between 

blind and lame person). Just as a blind man and a lame man cooperates in order to 

get out from the forest, the non-intelligent Prak ~ ti and inactive Pur Ifsa cooper

ate with each other to serve their interests ( Siimkhyakdrika , No, 21). 

The worship of Divine feminine has been found in Indian from an early period of 

time. Afterwards different deities are combined into one great goddess 

(Adyd S'akti ), which is nothing but the Prak ~ ti or Samkhya . The concept of 

mother goddess emerges as a cosmic principle as the source of all creation. S'akti 

is called mother- the substratum ofall beings. To Sdyandcdrya , Durgd is none 

other than great S'akti- "The three Vedic deities - Vdk (Saraswati), Ra(rz and 

S'ri give us a vivid picture of the three manifestations of S'akti as Mahaka/i 

Mahdsarasvati and Mahiilak smi 17. The same power is worshipped in various 

ways. In ancient India Nature was also worshipped as Prak ~ ti . The natural phe

nomenon or natural objects sometimes become the cause of a man's distress. As 

for example, the water of river is very much useful in our life, but sometimes it 

creates problems of the public by way of erosion or flood. In the same way, the 

lightning (vidyut) sometimes takes the life of human being. The social beings were 

scared ofnatural calamities and hence they always tried to pacify nature through its 

worship. In the Vedas we find some hymns composed in order to praise the deadly 

diseases like cholera etc and natural phenomena so that they do not bring misery of 

the people. In the same way the trees, mountains, rivers etc. are praised and wor-
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shipped. In this matter Nature occupies a place of honour by the human beings. 

It has already been mentioned that Prak ~ ti is compared to woman. We 

may understand the importance of woman in the metaphysical matter if we ponder 

on the function of Prak ~ ti , which is called Prasavdtmika i.e, capable ofgiving 

birth. As Prak ~ ti is the primordial cause from which other factors like Buddhi 

etc., evolutes in the metaphysical world, a woman is the primordial cause from 

which future generation comes into being. In fact, that which is Prak ~ ti is Maya 

as evidenced by the Upani f adic statement - " Mdydm tu prak ~ tim vidydt ". 

Hence, Maya is the factor, which is described as creative factor (f!. tacit as de

scribed by Sri Aurobindo) of the Ultimate Reality (Sachchidananda ). Without the 

feminine power or Maya even God or Ls'vara cannot attain its godliness. Be

cause Is'vara is described as consciousness limited by such Maya 

(Mayavacchinnam Caitanyam). ' 8Consciousness (Caitanya ) without such power 

of Maya cannot be Is'vara and hence cannot be the cause of the creation, main

tenance and destruction of the world ( Jagajjanmddikiira '!atva ).19 Conscious

ness in the form of ls'vara has got the power of creadon etc. because it is associ

ated -with Maya or Prak ~ ti . Consciousness without such power or Maya is 

Pure consciousness called Brahman of nirgu '!a nature, which is inacdve, free 

from limidng adjuncts i nirupiidhika i etc. Such Brahman has no power to create, 

destroy or maintain. Another factor arises on the way of explaining this world. If 

Brahman is accepted as powerless, how is the originadon of this world explained? 

That is why; the Advaitins have admitted Brahman having some attributes 

( sagu '!a) which is described as the creator etc. of the world. The sagu '!a Brah

man is always associated with Maya. 

Moreover, Brahman is to be understood in tenus of two definitions, essential 

(svariipa) and secondary (ta ~ astha ). When it is said that Brahman is in the form 

of Truth, Knowledge and infinitude (satyam jiidnam anantam Brahma), this is 

called essential because it remains so long as the referendum remains." Brahman 

being eternal will bear these characteristics like truth etc, forever. Such type of 

definition is very much difficult to understand by the ordinary human being. They 

might think that Brahman is an unreal entity Just as hare's horn etc- lfthey think so. 

Brahman is to be understood as an inconceivable object. Hence, it is to be taken as 

asatentity by the illiterate persons. 

In order to prove that Brahman is not an unreal entity, the secondary charac
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teristic feature is prescribed. It runs as follows: Jagajjanmddikdra f! atva (i.c., the 

property ofbeing cause of the creadon ctc., of this world. Such a definition is called 

ta! astha (literally existing on the bank). Sometimes an object is known through its 

secondary character, though it is known as temporary. A lak~' a f! a is also a kind of 

ta! astha because it also temporarily serves the purpose of introducing an object. 

As for example, a house belonging to Devadatta is known through a crow who is 

sitting in front of the house (kakairdevedattagrham ).21 Brahman known through 

secondary character is not a pure one, but associated with Maya. Brahman known 

through essential characteristic is called nirgu f! a Brahman while Brahman known 

through secondary character is called sagu,! a Brahman. The former is free from 

Maya while the latter is associated with Maya. In fact. Brahman itself cannot be 

the cause of the origination etc., of this universe because it is of nirgu'! a and 

nirupddhika nature. If Brahman were taken as a cause of the origination of this 

world, the upiidhi called kdra '!atva would have applied to the nirgu f! a Brah

man destroying its nirupddhika nature. That is why; it would be taken as pure 

Brahman. 

For this reason the sagu '!a Brahman, who is otherwise called ls'vara and 

known through the secondary characteristic feature is admitted for explaining the 

different activities of the universe. Brahman can be a cause of creating etc., this 

world if and only if he is associated with Maya. Herein lies the importance of 

Maya in the phenomenon of creation of this world. We very often impose the 

properties ofnon-selfon selfand in this way the ordinary behaviour in the phenom

enon level becomes possible ( naisargiko' yam lokavyavahd ~ ah ).22 Following the 

same line of thinking it can be said that Maya has got a constructive role in self

realization which needs s'rava n a (hearing) manana (reflection) and nididhydsana 

(meditation). For this hearing etc. the super-imposition of non-self on self is essen

tial. When it is said- 'I am blind' or 'I am fat', the properties of the sense organ or 

body are superimposed on self." Any type of phenomenal experience presupposes 

such super-imposition or illusion or Maya. 

From this it can easily be said that Maya occupies the role of woman. 

Woman like Maya has got a constructive in accomplishing phenomenal Jobs. Women 

may actively help in accomplishing thejob or remain as source of inspiration behind 

this. Whatever may be, she has got a very positive role in man's success. 

In fact, other functions of Maya can easily be compared to those ofwomen. 
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Maya is the feminine power, whieh was highly honoured in aneient India. Even 

is'vara involves Maya. So without admitting feminine power no epistemological 

or metaphysical entity is possible in Vedanta. 

According to the S'aivasiddhdnta such Jl,fCiya is the S'akti of Brahman 

from which the world is originated. That is why, !'v1Oya is taken as synonymous 

with Prak ~ ti in the Bhagavadgitd also, which is also matter giving rise to all 

delusions of duality. Though Maya is treated as the creative power ofBrahman, it 

has occupied a derogatory position in Advaita Vedanta. S'ankara has described it 

as indescribable or anirvacaniya which is different from existent as well as non

existent (sadasadvilak fa'! a). It has some negative activities like veiling Brahman 

and creating delusions. To him an individual should overcome this veil of Maya and 

see the nature of reality, 

In spite ofhaving such negative aspects of Maya it is essential for leading a 

normal life and to realize Brahman. As Maya is equated with Prak ~ ti which has 

got a feminine flavour everyw~ere, it is equated with the female. It is said 

"Vedanta could not get rid of the expanding influence of S'oktism- Even in its 

Advaita form, in which Brahman is one without the second, the conception of Maya 

as a female principle gradually-evolved. Thus, Brahman could become the creator 

only when he was associated with Maya which was subsequently called the eter

nal energy (nitya s'akti )"24 

The Mother Goddess in the form of Maya or Prak ~ ti or power is admit

ted with each and every male god. As we find Mother goddess Annapur 1} a with 

S'iva in va~anasi, Bhadrakiili in Kurukfetra, Gayes'vari in Gayd , Kdlikd 

in Bengal, Mahes'vari in Ayodhyd. Kdtyiiyan] in V'r nddvana etc. 25 

In the Kenopani~' ad the power of Brahman through which the gods be

come victorious is nothing the goddess Umd . a female god called Haimavati. In 

this context also even the godliness ofgod does not remain ifhe is not graced by the 

power or energy in the form of Uma. In this section woman power is' always 

appreciated and treated as inevitable in attaining success. The story goes like this. 

In the fight between gods and demons Brahman with its power defeated demons 

that destroyed or tried to destroy the moral order established by them. The gods 

attained victory and forgot the secret of their success i.e., the energy or power 

existing in them. Without thinking of the Omnipotent Brahman they thought that 

their mortal bodies are me causes of their victory?' wh:c:h is completely u mistaken 
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notion. Brahman knew this wrong notion of the gUQS by virtue of being omniscient. 

Hence, the power of Brahman assumed the form of a certain Yak ~ a and appeared 

before them to destroy their misconception." Due to its peculiar form of Yak ~a 

the gods fail to understand him. When Agni tried to know this, he was asked who 

was he. Agni identified himself as Agni and also Jdtavedd i.e., as knower of 

everything. Yak~a enquired of Agni about his power and learn from him that Agni 

could burn everything. Yak ~ a said _. "1 put here a dried up grass and please try to 

burn it". Agni approached to the grass and tried to bum the same with all his might 

and force, but all his efforts were in vain.". 

Vdyu also had made an abortive attempt to blow a piece of dried grass, 

which was presented to him as a challenge to his vanity of blowing off anything of 

this. But it remained in tact in spite of best efforts of Viiyu . He like Agni came back 

with shame and admitted his inability to understand the exact nature of Yak ~a .29 

Under these circumstances the other gods-appealed lndra the king of gods, 

to know what Yak ~ a is. Honouring the request of the gods lndra approached the 

Yak ~a. As soon as Indra approached, it vanished, which proves the existence of 

power of Brahman in Indra, but not in Agni and Vdyu . This Brahmas'akti herself 

appeared in the form of Umii , the most beautiful lady being overwhelmed by the 

extreme devodon of Indra. Indra proceeded to the lady of exquisite beauty. Brah

man, the light of all lights, shined with an abnormal beauty just a beautiful lady 

( vahus'obhamdnd ).30 She possesses the charms of a woman wearing gold orna

ments i.e., Haimavati- In other words, the daughter of Haimavat Mountain is 

called Haimavati i.e., Pdrvati. the wife of S'iva . The power of all gods is called 

Brahmas'akti- Umd, Ambikd, Durgd, Kiitydyani etc. are the different names of 

one single goddess who is identical with Brahman. Umii is the power of S'iva and 

these two have their separate entities through the influence of Maya. Umd al

ways praised as the repository of all knowledge." 

Before going to the battlefield to fight against the Pdndavas Arjuna being 

advised by K ~ ~ '!a prayed for the blessings of Durgd , the Mother Goddess by 

praising with two beautiful verses, which are as follows: 

"Tyam Brahmavidyd vidydniim mabdnidrd ca debindm I 

Skandamdtarbhagavati durge kiintdravdsini II 

SvahakZira 11 svadhd caiva kala ka s tha sarasvati 
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" Savitri vedamdtd ca tathii Vedanta ucyate II 

(Mahabharafa - Bhismaparva,23/l1-12). 

That is, you are the Brahmavidyd among all types of learning and great sleep 

(Mahanidra) of all persons having body. You are the Mother goddess Durgd 

residing in a deserted place. You are in the forms of svddhii and svadhd in the 

form of art, Sarasvatl , SdvitriVedamdtd and Vedanta .Such type of descrip

tion is also found in the Anandama! ha ofBankim Chandra Chatterjee, which is 

as follows: 

"Tvam hi durgd das' aprahara '! adhdri '! I, Kamaliidalavihdri n I Va n I 

VidyadZiyinl namdmi tvam" etc. 

That is, you are Durgd , the bearer of ten weapons. I bow down to Lak ~ ml 

( Kamala) roaming in the petals of lotus and Sarasvati the form of speech 

(va '!1) the conveyer of know ledge." From the story narrated in the 

Kenopani ~ ad it is known the Brahmas'akti in the form of Umii is the root of 

. all our activities and success. But this difficult concept can hardly be apprehended 

by the illiterate persons. They may think that anything, which is beyond the range of 

our knowledge, is an illusory thing or an absurd entity. In order to remove this mis

conception the S'ruti has shown that Brahman is not at all absurd, rather it governs 

the whole world. Brahmas'akti is behind the victory of the gods and the defeat of 

the demons. 

All supremacy is dependent on the power ofBrahman, because the supremacy 

of the gods-

Agni, vayu and Indra rested on this power and Indra has achieved the 

foremost position due to realizing this power for the first time. 

Though the meditation on unqualified Brahman ( nirgu '!a Brahman) is said 

to be totally impossible, still meditation on qualified Brahman ( sagu '! abrahman s 
is prescribed for the persons haying no proper intellectual platform. 

An ordinary human being nourishes the idea that he is the performer of all 

actions, and the enjoyer of the good fortune. Through the story it is shown that even 

the vigour of the gods is dependent on Brahman-power, They are unable to exercise 

their power even upon a straw. 

The victory of the gods IS obviously a result of the power of Brahman, 
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CRITIQUING ANTHROPOCE:,TRISM A['<fi CONTEMPORARV
 

ENVJRONM £NTAL ETHICS
 

SANTOSH KUMAR PAL
 

I GEDE SUWANTANA
 

"Here people have seen themselves as placed, not just at the relative 

centre of a particular life, but at the absolute, objective centre of every

thing. The centrality of MAN (sic) has been pretty steadily conceived, 

both in the West and in many other traditions, not as an illusion of per

spective imposed on us by our starting-point, but as an objective fact, 

and indeed an essential fact, about the wholeuniverse."( Mary MidgleyY 

Contemporary environmental ethics develops by critiquing moral anthropocentrism. 

Based on this critical outlook, many human practices, like cruelty to animals, de

struction of natural habitats, endangering species, and disturbing ecosystemic bal

ances are now being criticised. Majority ofenvironmentalists regard anthropocentricity 

as sheer speciesism, or as human chauvinism, with narrowness of vision, compara

ble to sexual, racial or national chauvinism. Present-day environmentalism seriously 

tends to rise above this traditional moral view-point, and this means, among other 

things, focusing on loci ofvalues other than humans. This tendency has been steeped 

up by contemporary scientific, ecological findings, which undermine man's narcis

sism as the centre of the universe, showing them instead a product of ongoing 

natural evolutionary process, having considerable affinities with other creatures, 

and to have vulnerable dependence on ecological conditions of natural existence. 

The human populace is seen as occupying no special position on this planet, and this 

naturally calls into question his prerogative to use non-human 'resources' in what

ever way they like. This also draws widespread moral intuition that at least some 

higher animals are closer to humans, and that the both the biotic and the abiotic parts 

of Nature deserve value in itself, that is, it has intrinsiclinherent value, irrespective 

of its usefulness to any other species, say, to human race. 

We take this opportunity to understand the meaning and significance of 

critiquing the traditional anthropocentric discourse and the resultant burgeoning of 

contemporary environmental ethics. We wish 10 do this in three parts: In Part-I we 

want to take note on the meaning, nature and development of moral anthropoccntrisrn. 
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In Part-II we shall record the views of some thinkers, including philosophers, 

supporting anthropocentric stance. But our emphasis will be on examining the argu

ments generally adduced against anthropocentric spiciesism. In concluding Part

III we wish to assert that, though it may sound odd, anthropocentrism appears to be 

unavoidable in some respects. But that does not, however, mean that we should be 

speciesist or chauvinist in our behaviour to the non-human world. 

I 

Let us first be clear what anthropocentrism really means. The term 

'anthropocentrism' comes from the Greek words 'anthropos' COien.iu'Wo) and 

'kentron'(eYioiUi). 'Anthropos' means 'human being' and 'kentron' means 

'center'. So, literally, anthropocentrism means human-centredness. As a matter of 

fact, it refers to the traditional belief that humans are at the center of the universe. 

As a moral norm, anthropocentrism takes human interests to be intrinsically valu

able, and upholds that (only) human interests deserve moral consideration. Accord

ing to the view-point embedded in it, the non-human animals or Nature in general 

acquire value only in so-far-as it serves human purposes. It thus makes morality and 

ethics solely a human enterprise. In environmental philosophy anthropocentrism 

actually stands for the attitudes, values or practices which promote human interests, 

even at the expense of the basic, crucial needs and interests of non-human species 

or the Nature in general. To illustrate, if I hit a man or woman without sufficient 

provocation, my conduct would be judged as morally bad or wrong. But my behavior 

would not likewise be condemned wrong if I hit and kill an animal, say, a goat, in 

order to satisfy my palate (non-basic need!). 

There are a number of important implications of the anthropocentric view, 

which strongly influence the ways in which humans have interpreted their relation

ships with other species and with the Nature and ecosystems. Some of these are 

noted below;' 

1. The anthropocentric view suggests that humans have greater intrinsic value than 

other species. A result of this attitude is that any species that are ofpotential use 

to humans can be a 'resource' to be exploited. This use often occurs in an 

unsustainable fashion that results in degradation, sometimes to the point of ex

tinction of the biological resource, as has occurred with the dodo, great auk, and 

other animals. 
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2. The view that humans have greater intrinsic value than other species also influ

cnces ethical judgments about interactions with other organisms. These ethics 

are often used to legitimize treating other species in ways that would be consid

ered morally unacceptable if humans were similarly treated. For example, ani

mals are often treated very cruelly during the normal course ofevents in medical 

research and agriculture. This prejudiced treatment of other species has been 

labeled 'speciesism' by ethicists. 

3. Another implication of the anthropocentric view is the belief that humans rank at 

the acme of the natural evolutionary progression of species and of life. This 

belief is in contrast to the modem biological interpretation of evolution, which 

suggests that no species is 'higher' than any others, although some clearly have 

a more ancient evolutionary lineage, or may occur as relatively simple life forms. 

Some environmentalists, however, point out that maintenance of a healthy 

and sustainable environment is necessary for human well-being vis-a-vis for its 

own sake. They contend that the problem with such a view-point is not that it is 

human centered, but that we often fail to consider on a broader spectrum in what 

that well-being really consists. According to this view, we need to develop an en

riched, fortified anthropocentric notion of human interest to replace the dominant 

short-sighted and merely self-regarding conception of the same. One of the first 

extended philosophical essays, addressing environmental ethics, John Passmore's 

Man s Responsibility for Nature, has been repeatedly criticised by contemporary 

environmentalists because of its anthropocentric stance, often claimed to be consti

tutive of traditional western moral thought. 

We may, however, distinguish between two versions of anthropocentrism: 

absolute anthropocentrism and relative anthropocentrism. Many traditional west

ern ethical perspectives are anthropocentric or human-centered in the sense that 

they assign intrinsic value only to human beings, which are expressions ofabsolute 

anthropocentrism. Some other ethical perspectives assign a significantly greater 

amount of intrinsic value to human beings than to any non-human beings or things 

such that the protection or promotion of human interests at the expense of non

human beings or things turns out to be nearly always justified, and we might call 

these positions as relative anthropocentrism. The anthropocentric perspective, be it 

absolute or relative, influences ethical judgments about our interactions with other 

organisms, be they animals or plants. This view-point is often used to legitimize 
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treating other species in ways that would be considered morally unacceptable if 

humans were similarly treated. For example, animals are often treated very cruelly 

during the normal course of events in medical research and agriculture. We cannot 

give such type of treatment to the members of homo sapiens. 

Traditional justifications for anthropocentrism are associated with emphasiz

ing some distinctive characteristics ofhurnans-such as, having an immortal soul or 

mind, rationality, or sophisticated language-that set them apart from the rest of 

Nature including animals, and thus making ethics exclusively an human affair. In 

other words, traditional thinkers have emphasized upon some distinctive character

istics of humans which set them apart from non-human Nature. 

If we take a historical look, we would find that wc are habituated to think in 

anthropocentric terms. One enduring source of support for this view is the great 

Chain ofBeing, which can be traced back to Plato and Aristotle through Plotinus to 

Aquinas, which ordered types of being according to their degree of perfection, de

scending from God, through the angels to humans, with animals and plants below 

them. The ethical corollary of such a thought has been that less perfect beings may 

be subordinated to more perfect ones. And from the very ancient period (Western) 

moral thinkers have been thinking that humans have a prerogative to use or rule 

over other creatures and the rest of the nature as they see fit for their own purpose. 

Side by side, religious sources underpinned this anthropocentric standpoint. 

In particular, the Judaic-Christian doctrine of creation has fostered the belief that 

humans are made in the image of God and they share in God's transcendence of 

Nature and that the whole natural order is created for their sake only. Such religious 

view has tended to emphasise upon the uniqueness of human beings as they believe 

in that image of God theory. The story of Genesis 1:27-8 of the Bible clearly states: 

"God created man in his own image, in the image of God created He him; male and 

female created He them. And God blessed them, and God said unto them, Be fruit

ful, and multiply, and replenish the earth, and subdue it: and have dominion over fish 

of the sea, and over fowl of the air, and over every living thing that moveth upon the 

earth." 

However, even in granting human dominion over other creatures, it is some

times argued, God did not intend to disregard the attendant obligation ofresponsible 

stewardship. But the environmental philosophers, like Stephen Schwarzchild, ob

served that the Christian theorv of creation docs no tv;,('h us to love and care for 
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the Nature, rather indirectly encourages us TO hate and dominate over the non

human world. Historian Lynn White, Jr., while searching for the historical roots of 

our ecological crisis, observes that our culture. including science and technology, 

has grown out of such a non-sensitive Christian attitude towards Nature. This aui

tude-'We are superior to nature, contemptuous of it, willing to use it for our slight

est whim.'- is 'almost universally held not only by Christians and neo-Christians 

but also by those who fondly regard themselves as post-Christians. '3 We have to 

'reject the Christian axiom that nature has no reason for existence save to serve 

man. '4 

Anyhow, if we try to put the matter in thematic terms, we would find more or 

less five 'modem' strands of thought that have facilitated such a view-point.' These 

are: (i) the distinction between the mental and the physical, reinforced by the sub

stance-dualism of the father of modem philosophy, Rene Descartes;(ii) the indi

vidual nature ofexistence, reiterated by the 'enlightened' liberals;(iii) the dichotomy 

between humanity and Nature, propagated by modem science; (iv) the use and 

value of Nature by social scientists, like Karl Marx; and (v) the domination over 

Nature perpetuated via the philosophy of science of the modernists, like Bacon. 

Anyhow, Tim Hayward sees this anthropocentric view from a little different 

perspective. He considers anthropocentrism to be a misunderstood problem." He 

holds that the attempt to overcome anthropocentrism surfaces from the Enlighten

ment era. The basic idea of Enlightenment points to the direction that the right way 

to live is to seek progress, through the development of greater insights, from a 

narrow, self-absorbed perspective to a wider and more inclusive perspective. 

II 

Let us now see what really goes wrong with anthropocentrism. A serious 

reflection will show what actually is wrong with moral anthropocentricity is speciesism 

and human chauvinism embedded in it. Although the terms 'speciesism' and 'chau

vinism' are sometimes treated as equivalents of'anthropocentrism' in environmen

tal literature, it is important to distinguish between them, since they are not univocal, 

and are sometimes misleading.' 'Speciesism' is a term coined on analogy with sex

ism and racism. It means arbitrary discrimination on the basis of species-member

ship. It is possible to discriminate between human and non-human without being 

speciesist. One can take a legitimate interest in other members of one's own spe

cies without necessarily being detrimental to members of other species. But it would 
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be morally wrong if one gives preference to interests of member of one's own 

species over the interests of members of other species for morally arbitrary rea

sons. It is wrong in the human context to inflict avoidable physical pain because 

humans are sentient beings. In the same way, cruel and degrading treatment of 

animals should also be condemned as speciesist. In fact, as long as they are consid

ered in terms of their instrumental value to humans, and not 'for their own sake' 

that is, in terms of their own good or interests-the situation would never change. It 

is worth noting here that the problem lies not with the giving ofinstrumental consid

eration to nonhuman beings as such, but in according them only instrumental value. 

Instrumental considerations of other beings need not per se be opposed to their 

well-being. 

Let us now take human chauvinism. Human chauvinism is appropriately 

predicated ofattempts to specify relevant differences in ways that invariably favour 

humans. A human chauvinist could quite consistently accept that the moral arbi

trariness of speciesism as always wrong and yet persists in denying claims of rel

evant similarities between humans and other species. Other animals may not be 

deemed 'worthy ofrespect', as they allegedly lack certain features, like rationality, 

language and subjectivity, which we define as essential ofbeing worthy ofrespect. 

But here for our purpose we would ignore this distinction between them, and pro

pose to analyze the wrongness of anthropocentrism in terms of speciesism. 

As Donald A. Graft puts it, 'Speciesism is discrimination, prejudice, or differ

ential treatment justified by consideration ofspecies membership. '8 It supposes that 

moral status of an entity derives from consideration of species membership only. 

Jeremy Bentham in his Introduction to the Principles ofMorals and Legislation 

(Oxford, 1789) first argued against speciesism, though he did not use the term. He 

writes: "The question is not, Can they reason? Nor, Can they talk? But, Can they 

suffer't'" He expressed the view that interests of every sentient being that has 

interest are to be taken into account and treated equally with the like interests ofany 

.other being. However, the term 'speciesism' has been coined by British psycholo

gist Richard D. Ryder in 1973 to denote a prejudice based on physical differences. 

"I use the word 'speciesism'," he explained two years later, "to describe the wide

spread discrimination that is practised by man against other species. Speciesism and 

racism both overlook or underestimate the similarities between the discriminator 

and those discriminated against."? As we see, this attitude of speciesism is under-
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stood on an analogy with racism and sexism. Racism is a prejudice based on race 

membership while sexism IS prejudice based in sex-identity. 

11 is interesting to note here fha, some thinkers, including scientists ned phi

losophers, argue in favour of anthropocentric spccicsism. Carl Cohen, a Professor 

of Philosophy at the Residential College of the University of Michigan, docs not 

hesitate to write: "I am a speciesist Spcciesisrn i~ not merely plausible: it is essential 

for right conduct, because those who will not make the morally relevant distinctions 

among species are almost certain, in consequence, to misapprehend their true obli

gations.?" Jeffrey Alan Gray, British psychologist at Oxford, follows him and writes: 

"I would guess that the view that human beings matter to other human beings more 

than animals do is, to say the least. widespread, At any rate, 1 wish to ocfcnd 

spcciesisrn ..."ll 

In his defense Cohen holds that both rights and utilitarian arguments against 

the use of animals in research fail as they 'refuse to recognize the moral differences 

among species'. If we appreciate the profound differences between humans and 

non-human animals, he says, we would understand why animals do not and could 

not have rights and why animal pain does not have as much moral weight as human 

pain. Carl Cohen argued that racism and sexism are wrong because there are no 

relevant differences between the sexes or races. Between people and animals how

ever, there are significant differences, and they do not qualify for Kantian personhood, 

and as such have no rights. Animal rights advocates point out that because many 

humans do not qualify for Kantian personhood, and yet have rights, this cannot be a 

morally relevant difference. 

However, Cohen and other speciesists think species differences are more 

fundamental than racial and sexual ones. To the query as to why this should be so, 

Stephen Post has answered that speciesism is grounded in 'species loyalty'. Spe

cies loyalty is "the outgrowth of millennia of human evolution shaped by natural 

selection. This 'kin selection' or 'kin altruism' is deeply ingrained in the human 

'biogram "'.13 In short, speciesism accoding to them. is morally justified as it is bio

logically natural to favour one's kin. 

The term 'speciesism ' is used mostly by advocates of animal rights. who 

believe that it is irrational or morally incorrect to regard animals (which arc sentient 

beings) as mere objects or property to he manipulated. The view is motivated hy an 

acceptance of Darwinism, and its logical corollary which suggests that humans as 
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they are today would be just as speciesist towards their lesser evolved forms. Some 

philosophers and scientists, as we have already noted, disagree with moral condem

nation of speciesism, arguing that it is an acceptable position and behaviour, as an 

expression of human supremacy. 

Philosophers, like Tom Regan and Peter Singer, have argued against this 

speciesism. Regan believes that all animals have inherent value or rights and that 

we cannot assign them a lesser value because of a perceived lack of rationality, 

while assigning a higher value to infants and the mentally impaired solely on the 

grounds of their being members of the supposedly superior human species. 14 Sing

er's philosophical arguments against speciesism are based on the principle of equal 

consideration of interests. Singer has two key ideas ofjustification for equality of 

consideration: First, he adopted Bentham's pleasure and pain principle to argue 

for sentience, the capacity to suffer, in extending the moral domain. Animals feel 

pain, and this fact makes them moral subjects. Animals who can suffer have an 

interest in avoiding pain. And pain in a non-human animal is no different in moral 

significance from pain in a human. Second, he has his principle 'the principle of 

equal consideration of like interests'. All entities which have a capacity to suffer 

have an interest in avoiding pain and suffering (of equal moral standing in each 

case) each such entity has a claim to equality. This does not, ofcourse, mean equal 

treatment, or egalitarianism. Interests are not identical across living beings. And so 

equal consideration for different beings may lead to different treatment." 

Anyhow, the excuses generally adduced to justify speciesist practices are 

varied as they are numerous. These are as it follows: 

Animals cannot talk; 

Animals cannot make claims; 

Animals are not rational; 

Only humans can have right;
 

Morals are exclusively human construction, and so to try to apply morality to non


human world is meaningless; etc.
 

Given the diverse range of possible differences of treatment that might be 

part ofa speciesist regime, one might naturally be cautious in accepting one single 

overriding reason in justification of all specicsist practices. A speciesist asserting 

the moral significance of reasoning must then offer both a relevant threshold for 
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reasoning ability at which moral consideration comes into play, and an also an objec

tive measurement scheme by which performance to the threshold can be deter

mined. John Tuohey asserts that the logic behind charges ofspecies ism fails to hold 

up, and that, although it has been popularly appealing, it is philosophically flawed." 

Tuohey claims that, even though the animal rights movement has got a significant 

progress, no one has offered a clear and compelling argument for the equality of 

species. 

Some people who work for racial or sexual equality have said that compari

sons between speciesism and racism or sexism are insulting. The universal civil 

rights movement and the women's movement-both of those social movements are 

initiated and driven by members of the dispossessed and excluded groups them

selves, not by benevolent men or white people acting on their behalf. Both move

ments were built precisely around the idea of reclaiming and reasserting a shared 

humanity in the face of a society that had deprived it and denied it. No civil rights 

activist or feminist ever argued, "We're sentient beings too!" They argued, "We're 

fully human too!" Animal liberation doctrine, far from extending this humanist im

pulse, directly undermines it. 

Anyhow, Nel Noddings has criticized Peter Singer's analysis of speciesism 

for being too simplistic, and failing to take into account the context of species pref

erence as concepts of racism and sexism have taken in to account the context of 

discrimination against humans. 17 Another thinker Camilla Kronqvist sympathizes 

with Singer's aims, but does not accept his arguments. She writes "To say that our 

morality rests on attending to somebody's pleasure and pain, also seems to be a 

pretty crude description of what it is to be a moral being." And concludes "1 also 

find it highly unlikely that a polar bear would care for my interests ofleading a long, 

healthy life if it decided to have me for lunch, and 1wonder if! would have time to 

present it with Singer's arguments when it started to carry out this intention.?" 

Singer responds that that fact that animals are not moral agents does not prevent 

them from being moral patients, just as humans who are not moral agents remain 

moral patients, so that their ability to be harmed remains the characteristic taken 

into consideration. 

Anyhow, we may, distinguish among three major forms ofspeciesism based 

on justifying reasons adduced: raw speciesism, strong speciesism and weak 

speciesism." 
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Raw speciesism appeals simply to species membership, and nothing else. 

Its supporters just contend: whether one views human as animals or not, the fact 

remains that non-humans _. ~, in fact, non-human. They declare, 'They just animals 

and animals are animal .illS are human!' Due to total lack ofplausible justify

ing reasons, it may Safely oe said, the raw speciesist doctrine does not carry any 

rational or moral weight to be explored into. Raw speciesism is not rationally or 

morally defensible. 

Strong speciesism, on the other hand, makes appeal to species membership, 

but it supplies additional considerations with the intent to show why the species 

boundary is so relevant in discriminating between humans and non-humans. There 

are, more or less, four arguments that are generally adduced in favour of strong 

speciesism. 

First, the biological argument, which supports the strong speciesim by add

ing additional considerations related to biological competition between species or 

genes. For example, someone may argue that human species has an inherent right 

to compete with and exploit other species to preserve and protect the human spe

cies. Moral status then becomes limited to the members of human species only. If 

someone contends to generalize the scope of moral status, that should be no prob

lem; but that would be limited within that species only! 

The main criticism against such argument concerns the absence ofunanimity 

on the concept of species. Species is generally defined in some such language as 

that, if two animals cannot interbreed to produce viable off-spring, then they are 

different species. But it may be mentioned as a counter example that lion and tiger 

are regarded as two separate species, even though they can interbreed. On the 

other hand, a species of owl- monkey can not interbreed, with they are regarded as 

a single speciesism. Now, if the concept ofspecies is itselfproblematic, how can it 

bear the great moral weight of such a crucial discrimination? 

Second, the importance argument, that comes to the effect that humans are 

much more important than non-humans. Such dogmatic assumption sometimes has 

religious and cultural roots. Third is the special relation argument, which goes in 

this direction that a mother, e.g., being faced with the choice of saving one of two 

children from a fire, one of whom is her own child, chooses her own child. Gray in 

Behavioral and Brain Sciences argues that no one would find it morally repugnant 

if the mother chooses her own child to save." And the fourth argument is related to 
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the Divine Command theory. It simply declares that the practice of speciesism is 

morally acceptable as God approves of this. 

Weak species ism, on the other hand, involves . peal to contingent facts 

regarding traits of the parties concerned for its justif: . A supporter may argue 

that a certain level of rationality is necessary for claiming moral status, and as 

animals do not have such a level of rationality, they do not merit moral status. The 

traits that have been used to ground weak speciesist doctrine are varied. For exam

ple, it has been contended that in order to merit moral status a being must have 

desires and preferences, be self-aware, be rational, be sentient, have a soul, and so 

on. 

If we take a look at contemporary environmental philosophy, we would find 

many moral positions, such as Singer's utilitarianism, Regan's rights theory, and 

Ryder's sentientism rejects anthropocentric or speciesist view-point. Anthropocen

tric assumptions are challenged also by modem science, which casts a less exalted 

light on the human place within nature. Darwin's Origin ofSpecies has provided 

evidence to refute the idea that non-human nature exists to serve man, arguing that 

natural selection cannot possibly produce any modification in a species exclusively 

for the good of another species. 

A way to overcome anthropocentrism is the recognition of moral value of 

life. This has resulted in biocentrism, which widens the scope ofconcern to include 

not only animate creatures, but all living entities including plants. Paul Taylor, who is 

the champion of this biocentrism, claims that all living things have inherent value and 

so merit moral respect. Respect for nature, according to him, signifies a life-centered 

world-view of environmental philosophy. This ethics of 'respect for Nature' has 

three basic elements: a belief system, an ultimate moral outlook, and a set rules of 

duty and standards of character. These elements are connected with each other in 

the following manner: the belief system provides a certain outlook on Nature which 

supports and makes intelligible an autonomous agent's adopting, as an ultimate moral 

attitude, the attitude of respect for Nature. Living things and beings are viewed as 

the appropriate objects of the attitude of respect, and are, accordingly, regarded as 

entities possessing inherent worth. One then places intrinsic value on the promotion 

and protection oftheir good. Sentientism, propagated mainly by the animal welfarists, 

like Peter Singer, Tom Regan, is a variant of'biocentrism. 

The admission of inherent value of ecosystems is another antidote to 
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anthropocentrism. This has culminated in ecocentricism that casts the ethical net 

.more widely, extending moral consideration to ecosystemic balances as a whole. 

Ecocentrism is that holistic environmental theory, according to which not only living 

beings, but the whole ecosystem, including the abiotic parts ofNature, is worthy of 

moral consideration. The supporters of ecocentrism tend to resist the biocentrist's 

exclusive concern for living individual organisms. Ecocentrism maintains that ad

equate eco-ethic must include our relations with ecological systems, processes, along 

with non-living natural objects. The environmentalists who subscribe to ecocentrism 

contend that these things have inherent and not mere instrumental value." And so 

they owe a direct moral obligations from us! An early version of the ecocentric 

view is found in Aldo Leopold's 'Land Ethic'. Aldo Leopold is an American for

ester who is regarded as the single most influential figure in the development ofan 

ecocentric environmental philosophy. He feels as early as in 1949 the need for a 

new ethic, an 'ethic dealing with man's relation to the land and to the animals and 

plants.:" He christened it as 'Land Ethic', which aims at the boundaries of the 

community to include in its fold soil, water, plants, and animals, or collectively, the 

land." Arne Naess's Deep Ecology is the most popular form ofecocentrism now a 

days. Deep Ecology is a radical and holistic environmental theory that brings think

ing, feeling, spirituality and action together in tackling imminent eco-catastrophe. As 

the name 'Deep Ecology' suggests, it goes beyond speciesist anthropocentrism. 

III 

Finally, a concluding word. Although it may sound odd, anthropocentricity 

appears to be unavoidable in some respects. Anyone's view of the world is shaped 

by and limited to his position and way ofbeing within it. From the perspective ofany 

particular being or a particular species there are real respects in which he or his 

species is positioned. Humans have no choice but to think as human, to see through 

their own eyes. This is what Frederick Ferre calls 'perspectival anthropocentrism' 

and it is inescapable." Not only that, human-centeredness may in some respects be 

positively desirable. Just as the term 'self-centered' has been used figuratively in 

the past to describe well-organized, balanced people, so being human-centered may 

mean having a well-balanced conception of what it means to be human and of how 

humans take their place in the world. Human-centeredness may in this sense be 

positively desirable. As various philosophers and psychologists have pointed out, 

self-love, properly understood, can be considered a precondition ofloving others. It 
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could be maintained that only if humans know how to treat their fellow humans 

decently, they would begin to be able to treat members of other species decently. 25 

But we should never forget that dogmatic speciesism is morally problematic, and as 

such, to transcend speciesist anthropocentrism signifies a forward step toward moral 

perfectionism. On the practical plain, it means that we should stop overriding basic 

needs and interests of non-human beings in order to serve our cosmetic needs and 

whims! 
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BUDDHISM AND SOCIETY: POLITICAL IMPLICATIONS 

AMAL KUMAR HARH 

Dharma, for Buddhism, is-a means of enlightenment. The Buddha himself 

compares it to a raft. Just as a raft serves to cross over great stretches of water and 

then abandoned, so the Dharma, by means of which we ferry over the waters of 

birth and death to the other shore, Nirvana, is not something to be taken with us 

but something to be left behind'. In short, it is not an end in itself, but only a means 

to an end. In modem terminology, its function is purely instrumental and therefore its 

value only relative. This of course does not mean that it can be dispensed with. So 

long as we remain on this shore, or are still paddling across the stream, it is indispen

sable. The pragmatic nature ofDharma is emphasized in many a discourse of the 

Buddha. 

The relation between Buddhism and politics is not quite simple. Buddhism 

comprises, from the institutional point ofview, two groups, one large and one small, 

the first being the community of lay believers, both male and female, and the sec

ond, the noble Order of monks. These two groups need not have the same kind of 

relation to politics. In order to understand clearly the relation between Buddhism, 

both personal and institutional, on the one hand, and politics in the various senses of 

the term, on the other, it would be necessary to investigate the relations between (a) 

the Buddhist doctrine and political theories, (b) Buddhism and the State; (c) the laity 

and the government, (d) the Sangha and the government, (e) the layman and prac

tical politics, and (1)the monk and practical politics. 

(a) As far as our knowledge goes, the Buddha confined his attention to questions of 

spiritual discipline, and refrained from making any pronouncement upon the 

relative merits ofrival political theories and systems. During his time two types 

ofgovernment prevailed in north-eastern India, the monarchical and the repub

lican, but the Buddha did not praise or condemn either. His statement that so 

long as the Vaijans, a conferacy ofrepublican tribes would assemble repeatedly 

and in large numbers, just so long their property might be looked for and not 

their decay, cannot be regarded as favouring republicanism". He merely stated 

facts of the case without passing any ethical judgment. On one point, however. 
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the Buddha, and after him the entire Buddhist tradition was quite explicit: the 

government must uphold the moral and spiritual law being the means to enlight

erunent. Buddhism naturally demands that the state should recognize the fact 

that the true goal of life was to attain nirvana. and that, therefore, it has the 

duty ofproviding for its citizens a political and social organization within which 

both monks and the laity can live according to Dharma. Between Buddhism, on 

the one hand, and any political theory which recognizes, either implicitly or ex

plicitly, the supremacy ofthe moral and spiritual law and makes provision for its 

individual and collective application, on the other, there can be no disagreement. 

From the Buddha's social egalitarianism, as well as from his deliberate decen

tralization ofauthority in the Sangha, it may be inferred that a form ofgovern

ment, in theory democratic, in effect aristocratic (for an intelligent electorate 

would naturally elect the best man), would be in accordance with his teaching. 

Buddhism has no objection to either a socialistic or to a capitalistic state pro

vided it makes provision not only for the material, but also for the moral and 

spiritual well-being ofits subjects. 

(b) The nature of the relation between Buddhism and the State will vary in accord

ance with two factors, one being, of course, the nature of the State itself, the 

other, the relative strength of the Buddhist population. In a predominantly non

Buddhist state, Buddhism would expect to enjoy the same rights as other reli

gious minorities. That is to say, it would demand complete freedom to practise 

and propagate its tenets, whether persecuted or tolerated, however, Buddhist 

citizens would always remain loyal to the State to which they belonged. In a 

predominantly Buddhist State, Buddhism would naturally expect official recog

nition as the state religion. Under democracy, the State is the people, and the 

government is only the agency through which the will of the people is carried 

out. Ifin their individual capacity the citizens support Buddhism it is only logical 

that they should do so in their collective capacity, too. Also, Buddhism being 

divided not into sects but schools, its recognition as the state religion is attended 

by no difficulty. In Sri Lanka, Myanmar, Kampuchia and Laos only Theravada 

exists. In Mahayana lands, such as China and Japan, the laity general respect 

and support all schools, and the state would do the same. Buddhist schools are 

tolerant, in fact, not only of each other, but also ofnon-Buddhist traditions. 

(c) Not much indeed be said about the relation between the individual citizen and the 

government, because Buddhism has no means of enforcing among its adher-
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ents uniformity of action in the affairs of secular life. It is true that Buddhism 

does not only inculcate certain principles but also indicates the main lines of 

their application; the details of the application are left to be worked out by the 

individual Buddhist, each for himself. Buddhism exhorts, it does not command. 

It tells us, for example, that to take life is morally wrong; but it leaves us free to 

determine for ourselves whether the acceptance of this teaching obliges us to 

be a vegetarian or a conscientious objector. A Buddhist, however, should take 

an active interest in whatever concerns the material, moral and spiritual well

being ofhis fellows-citizens. In short, it should be his endeavour to live his social 

and political life in accordance with the Dharma. 

(d) The relation of the Government to the Sangha is the same as that of the indi

vidual by Buddhist to the individual bhik ~ u . The relation of the Sangha to the 

Government corresponds to the relation between the bhik ~ u and the layman. 

Just as the monk, in. his capacity of guide, 'philosopher and friend, indicates to 

the lay devotee the path of righteousness, so it is the right and duty of the 

Sangha, in the person of its senior most members, to advise the government 

not only on the propagation ofDharma but also on its application to the social 

and political life of the nation. the Sangha must also be able to draw attention 

to and freely criticize deviations from the Dharma on the part of the govern

ment, the people, and the political leaders. Unless the Dharma is applied to the 

national life, it will loose its hold over domestic life. Being concerned with the 

preservation of the Dharma, the Sangha is inevitably concerned with its appli

cation also, whether, to politics or any other sphere oflife. Needless to add that 

the advice of the Sangha should never tend to the promotion of anything but 

peace and prosperity, both at home and abroad. Whoever the Sangha spoke to, 

it would have but one message: "Never in this world does hatred cease by 

hatred: it ceases only by love. This is the Law Eternal.") 

The individual monk should have no relation with the government as govern

ment except through the Sangha, or with the consent of the Sangha. Unless 

there happens to be a separate portfolio for religious affairs, or a special provi

sion for ecclesiastical councillors, as there is in Thailand, he should not accept 

any office in the government, and even in such cases as these he should not 

accept any remuneration. A monk cannot be required to undertake any form of 

national service; neither is he liable to conscription. In a Buddhist State these 
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rights would be recognized automatically. 

(e)	 Since the Buddhist layman is connected with the government, he is obviously to 

take part in practical politics, and all that can usefully be said in this connection 

is that here, too, he should act in accordance with the Dharma. 

(f)	 The monk, however, is under no such obligation. On the contrary, by virtue of 

the rules which, at the time ofhis ordination, he undertakes faithfully to observe, 

he is obliged to refrain from participation in practical politics. The monk should 

not support or join or evenvote for, any political organization. Neither should he 

participate in meetings or any other public functions ofa political or quasi-politi

cal nature. For those members of the Sangha who feel, as some of Myanmar 

and Sri Lanka have felt in recent times, that their duties as citizens have a 

stronger claim on them than their obligations as monk, the only honourable course 

is to leave the Sangha. Enlightenment and elections cannot be won together. 

Hardly less striking is the almost invariable association of Buddhism with 

peace. Not a single page of Buddhist history has even been lurid with the light of 

inquisitional fires, or darkened with the smoke of heretic cities ablaze, or red with 

the blood of the guiltless victims ofreligious hatred. Like the Bodhisattva Manjusri, 

Buddhism weilds only the sword, ofwisdom, and recognizes only one enemy, Igno

rance. This is the testimony of history, and is not to the gainsaid. 

But even admitting the close, association ofBuddhism with peace in Asia it 

may be questioned whether Buddhism was really the cause and peace the effect. 

Perhaps their association was fortuitous. Buddhism has a bloodless and Christianity 

a bloody record, it might be argued, not so much because ofany difference between 

their teachings but because one has propagated among the warlike tribes of West

ern Europe and the other among the peaceable nations of Asia. The contention is 

unfounded. Tibet before the introduction of Buddhism, was the greatest military 

power in Asia. The early history of Myanmar, Cambodia and Thailand shows that 

the people of those countries were originally ofan extremely warlike, even aggres

sive in disposition. The Mongol hordes at one time overran not only the whole of 

Central Asia, but also India, China, Persia and Afganistan, and thundered even at 

the gates of Europe. China exhibited at various periods of her history considerable 

military activity. The material spirit of Japan is far from being subdued after nearly 

fifteen centuries ofBuddhism. With the possible exceptions ofIndia and China, the 

nations of Asia were originally no less pugnacious and predatory than those of 

Europe-. Their subsequent peacefulness was due very largely to the pacific teach-
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the association between BuddE;';'" an~l peac 

dhism has been in the past, is cu r.rcse.n, an; 

contributing to the establishment of universe: peace. 

From what has been said above, it shcud already be clear that in the present. 

no less than in the past, Buddhism implies pc.«:e But ,his peace is not a condition ,,1 

unstable political equilibrium but rather a sta:e :,)1'miL, i purified from all feelings of 

antagonism and thoroughly permeated by thai impersonal and universal love, which 

the Buddhists call, maitri. Buddhism works from within outwards. Its hierarchy 

enjoys no international diplomatic status, and chooses to act not by means of behind 

- the - scenes political wire - pulling but by the upen p'3,ctice end propagation cf'the 

pacific teachings of the Buddha. (In the poluical plane. Buddhism dues not take 

sides. Love, in the sense ofmaitri, is the most powerful force in the world; but it is 

a natural force. Whether one's love be directed towards concrete persons and things, 

or whether it be directed towards abstract conceptions and ideals, if it causes one to 

feel hatred towards some other object, of a different kind, it is of a limited extent, 

and therefore, not true love but only a species of attachment. Similarly, if peace, 

which is a form of love, is not universal it is not peace at all. The conclusion of a 

private peace between two or more nations, to the exclusion of the remainder) is in 

reality impossible. Should such a "peace" in any way threaten the security of any 

other state, even its observance would be on no higher a moral plane than the 

honesty that is popularly supposed to exist among thieves. India having accepted 

Asoka's great ideal of dharmavijaya or conquest by Righteousness, it was inevita

ble that this very Buddhist maitri, or love and goodwill towards all, should form the 

ultimate spiritual basis of her policy of dynamic neutrality in world affairs. It is the 

raison d'etre of the fact that, while working unremittingly for world peace, the 

Government of India consistently refuses to align itself with any power bloc. Such 

an attitude has naturally drawn her closer to the Buddhist countries of South-East 

Asia, whose respective policies are naturally inspired by one and the same ideal. 

But by its very nature, such a relationship does not and carmot imply hostility or even 

indifference towards any other country or group of countries. In fact, it is not one 

political group among other groups, with its own exclusive preferences and limited 

loyalties, but rather a slowly expanding centre radiating to the world the impersonal, 

universal and neutral power of maitri. It is in this light that one must view the 
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Government of India's attempts to renew her ancient ties with the countries of 

Asia. It is because Buddhism alone can provide,the necessary basis for these at

tempts that its political implications for Asia, and through Asia for the whole world, 

are so enormous and so important. 

Buddhism has remained a cultural force in Europe, and Russell has gone so 

far as to declare that if he were compelled to choose between the religions of the 

world he would choose Buddhism. We may recall that Schopenhauer, in the second 

decade of the nineteenth century, had declared himself a Buddhist, and following 

him Nietzsche, and still later Wittgenstein have become intellectual forces looking 

back to Buddhism, and motivating what now goes under the banner of 

postmodernism. 

But more importantly, let us not forget that the Buddha aimed at the devel

opment of a new type of freemen, free from prejudices, intent on working out his 

own future, with reliance on one's own self, attadipa. As Radhakrishnan has pointed 

out that the Buddha is an outstanding representative ofour religious tradition, and 

his teachings have become integral part ofour culture. In. a sense, says Radhakrishnan, 

the Buddha is a maker of modem Hinduism", 

The Buddha's humanism had crossed racial and national barriers. Yet the 

chaotic condition of world affairs reflects the chaos in man's souls. History has 

become universal in spirit. Its subject matter is neither Europe nor Asia, neither East 

nor West, but humanity in all lands and ages. In spite ofpolitical divisions, the world 

is one, whether we like it or not. The fortunes of everyone are linked up with those 

ofothers. But we are suffering from an exhaustion ofspirit, an increase of egoism, 

individual and collective, which seem to make the ideal ofa world society too diffi

cult to desire. What we need today is a spiritual view of the universe. We must 

recover the lost ideal of spiritual freedom atma labhan na param vidyate. If we 

wish to achieve peace we must maintain that inner harmony, that poise of soul, 

which are the essential elements of peace. We must possess ourselves even though 

all else is lost. The free spirit sets no bounds to its love, recognizes in all human 

beings a spark of holiness, and offers itself up as a willing victim to the cause of 

mankind. It casts offall fear except that ofwrong doing, passes the bounds of time 

and death and finds inexhaustible power in life eternal. Let us not forget that Bud

dhism is a religion ofkindness, humanity and equality. 
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oHARAMAKiRTI'S ArrACK ON "MATANUJNA" : 

SOME POSSIBLE ANSWERS 

ANANYA BANERJEE 

Dharmakirti, the author of Yddanyiiya, is one of the most eminent Buddhist 

philosophers and logician ofthe seventh century A.D. He has criticized the Pracina 

•Nyaya philosophers, mainly Uddyotakara. In Dharrnakirti's Vadanyaya we get his 

criticisms against the Prae,T"a Nyaya view ofnigrahasthiinas or points of defeat. 

The pillars of Priicina Nyaya tradition are Maharsi Gautama - the writer of 

Nyiiyasiara, Wtsyayana- the author ofNy7Jyabh~aand Uddyotakara-the writer 

ofNyiiyaviirttika. Here, all criticisms are not my object ofdiscussion. Our present 

discussion will be restricted to the issue that how Dharmakirti attacked the Pracina 

Nyaya view of nigrahasthdna or point of defeat named "Matanujna' and then I 

will try to give some possible answers in favour of Nyaya philosophy. Hence, 

Dharmakirti's logic and criticism can be better understood on the background of 

Pracina Nyaya discussion of this nigrahasthiina or point of defeat. 

But before we arrive at our main discussion, first we have to be acquainted with 

what nigrahasthiina generally is, according to the Nyaya point of view and how 

their concept differs from the account of Dharmakirti in this matter. 

A.The nature of Nigrahasthana in general according to Pracina Nyaya and 

Buddhist point of view. 

Nigrahasthiina is the last padiirtha among the sixteen padiirthas accepted
/

by the Nyiiyas astra. Maharshi Gautama in his Nyiiyasiara has expressed the 

definition of nigrahasthiina thus:" Vipratipattirapratipatt;'/ca nigrahasthiinam," 

1119116011 i.e. misapprehension and non-apprehension are nigrahasthiinas.k 

Bhasyakara Vatsyayana has accepted viparlta jrfiina and kutsita jifiina as the 

meaning of the term "Vipratipatti" occurred in the sUtra.2 On the contrary, the 

term "Apratipatti" generally means lack of knowledge about the actual subject. 

But, by this term Bhasyakara has understood the non-performance of the duties of 

the vamn and prativadln participated in the debate.3 There are five types of 

duties of a person involved in argumentation. Such as : 
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1. Establishment of one's own position. 

2. Realisation of others view. 

3. Refutation of the alternative position. 

4. Refutation of the charge raised by the other,
 

and
 

5.	 Anyone among the four subjects. 

Bhasyakara holds that the meaning of the word "Nigraha" is defeat. 

Therefore, the term "Nigrahasthiina" means the cause (hetu) or the ground of 

defeat in the course of debate. Hence, this nigrahasthiina is relevant to the place 

where debate is going on. Nyaya philosophers have equated kathii or discussion 

with debate. Vatsyayana has explicitly stated that kathii is of three types i.e. 

"Vddd' "Jalpa" and" Vitandii ".4 Therefore, it is seen that the relevance of 

nigrahasthiina presents in the context of these three varieties of kathd. Among 

these three types of discussions" Vado" is a friendly discussion between a teacher 

and his disciple or between two co-disciples where the question of victory and 

defeat does not arise. It is a form of kathii which is guided solely by the motive of 

ascertaining the truth. "Jalpa" stands for a debate between two parties where both 

the parties try to justify their own position against each other. Hence, the question 

of victory and defeat here is most important. "Vitandd" stands for a debate similar 

to "Jalpa" but it's difference from "Jalpa" is that in "Vitandi" one of the parties 

does not attempt to establish his own position but he only attempts to refute the 

position of the other party. 

Vdtsydyana also holds that nigrahasthdnas are the detenninatives or locus 

of the real faults of vidln and prativiidin. Hence, nigrahasthdna is not itself a 

defeat situation. The ultimate consequence or effect of nigrahasthiina is defeat. 

This is the significance of the statement of Bhiisyakdra. He also concedes that 

most of the nigrahasthiinas e.g. "Pratijiidhdn i" etc. arises depending on pratifhd 

or anyone of the avayavas accepted by the Naiyiiyikas.e 

Contradicting Bhasyakara's view Uddyotakara opines that avayava as 

pratifiid etc. tends to be defective due to non-apprehension or misapprehension of 

the person involved in argumentation. Hence, whether by the tool or determinant or 

by the proposition, the person involved in argumentation is being defealcd. 6 

Uddyotakara has also stated about the nature of nigrahasthiino in general that 
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these nigrahasthiinas or the points of defeat are the real causes of defeat and the 

determinants of the real faults.' 

Nyayasisrakara Mahars Gautama generally divided nigrahasthdnas on two 

grounds i.e. apratipatti or non-apprehension and vipratipatti or misapprehension. 

But since the causes ofdefeat i.e. apratipatti and vipratipatti are enormous, Maharsi 

has mentioned twenty two kinds of nigrahasthanas in particular. Bhasyakara 

Yatsyayana is in total agreement with this opinion of Mahars Gautama. 

Uddyotakara holds that though nigrahasthiina in general is of two kinds, if 

we classify these two types of points of defeat, there can be twenty two kinds of 

nigrahasthiinas.8 But this does not mean that nigrahasthiinas are restricted to 

these twenty two kinds. Basically, Maharsi Gautama has mentioned about these 

twenty two kinds of nigrahasthiinas as an example. In reality, nigrahasthiinas 

are enormous. 

Twenty two nigrahasthiinas mentioned by Maharsi are respectively 

Pratifitdhdn i, Pratijiidntara, Pratifiidvirodha, Pratifiidsamnydsa, Hetvantara, 

Arthdntara, Nirarthaka, AvynatZirtha, Apiirthaka, Apraptakala, Nyima, Adhika, 

Punarukta, Ananubhiisana, AjnZina, Apratibhii, Viksepa, 

MatZinujna,Paryanuyojyopek~a,!a.Niranuyojyiinuyoga, Apasiddhiinta, 
9

Hetvabhasa.

The meaning of nigrahasthiina for Naiyayikas and Dharrnaklrti appears to 

be not the same. Nigrahasthdna as explained by Dharmakirti does not mean 

Pariijayavastu as defined by Bhasyakara and Viirttikakara, rather he accepts 

nigrahasthiina to be nigrahadhika;a'}a.
1O 

His commentator S/antarak~ita in his 

Vipdiicitdrtha also stated that nigrahasthdna means pariijaya-adhikarana." 

The so called avayava acknowledged by the Naiyayikas can not be considered 

by Dharmakirti to be necessary constituents of an argument. Hence, in Nyaya 

anumdna avayavatva has nothing to do with nigrahasthdnatva. 

It is important to mention that Dharmakirti's account of the nature of debate 

differs significantly from Nyaya account. What Naiyayikas call Vdda resembles 

what Dharmaklrti calls prapdiicakathii or vistarakathii. Prapditcakathii is a 

diffuse discussion which is not governed by any rules concerning victory or defeat. 

But it differs from the Naiyayikas' vdda in this matter that it is not restricted to the 

discussion between teacher and his disciple or between two co-disciples. It can 
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take place between any two persons interested in a subject. 

What the Naiyayika's call Jalpa resembles what Dharmakirti calls Vdda. 

Vdda of Dharmakirti is a debate between two parties trying to argue in support of 

their own cases and refute the cases of each other. The question of victory and 

defeat does arise in the case of Dharmakirti's Viida. But, it is different from 

Naiyayika's Jalpa in at least two important ways. Firstly, the purpose behind Jalpa 

is a protection of one's own philosophical determination. 12 . On the contrary, the 

purpose behind Dharmakirti's Vdda is to persuade the other debater rationally, to 

help him achieve the knowledge oftruth and to remove his misconceptions. Naiyayikas 

and Dharmakirti associate their concepts of victory and defeat with their goal of 

Jalpa and Vdda respectively. Secondly, since Jalpa is to be used as a weapon of 

selfdefence and for winning over others, the use ofboth rational as well as irrational 

devices was permitted in the course of debate by the Naiyayikas, On the contrary, 

Dharmakirti condemned the use of any irrational means (such as chala) in the 

course of debate.
13 

The third type of katha II Vita~" which was accepted by the Naiyaiyikas 

as a means to self defence was totally disapproved by Dharmakirti, 

Moreover, Dharmakirti does not accept twenty two kinds ofnigrahasthiinas. 

He accepts only two kinds of nigrahasthdnas i.e. asiidhandngavacana and 

adosodbhiivana. The former arises from vddin's side and the later from 

prativiidin's side. Dharmakirti also states that any other occasion of defeat apart 

from these two, however, is not just. Hence, we do not accept it.
14 

Asiidhandngavacana as a nigrahasthdna arising from viidin's side need 

to be understood broadly. It includes failure to mention any siidhandnga, failure to 

justify such an incorporation, failure to justify omission of it. On the contrary, 

adosodbhiivana or not pointing out the fault of the disputant is the occasion of 

opponent's defeat. When the disputant presents the proof, but the opponent who 

has accepted the opposite view, does not point out any fault in the opponent's argument, 

then the opponent is to be called defeated. 15 This occasion of defeat takes place 

either because the proof given by the disputant is without any fault or because the 

proof is fallacious but the opponent does not realise the fault or he is incapable of 

indicating that fault. 16 It is important to note that even if the disputant states an 

inadequate proof, he is to be called non-defeated if the inadequateness of the proof 

is not indicated by his opponent. For, the ascertainment of victory and defeat is 
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relative to vitiating each other's capacity. 

The second meaning ofadosodbhiivana is pointing out a fault which is not 

the real fault in the proof. It is a ground of opponent's defeat because it is a case of 

giving a false answer and infact here he has a false understanding. 17 

B. Nature of "Mafiinuj1iii" from Nyaya point of view and Dharmaklrti's 

criticism of it. 

The author of Nyayaslitra Maharsi Gautama has expressed the definition of 

"Matiinufiiii" by saying that : "Svapaks e dosiibhyupagamiit parapaks e 

dosaprasango Matanuji'iii" 1120115241118 i.e. Matiinujhii or "permitting opponent's 

view" means implicating the same fault in the opponent's position while accepting 

the fault pointed out by his opponent in one's own position. Vatsyayana, the writer 

of'Nyayabhasya has explained the significance of this sutra by saying that --- if the 

proponent without ruling out the fault in his own position indicated by his opponent 

says thus; "This fault is committed by you too" i.e. if he tries to show that the 

argument of his adversary is infected by the same objection, then the proponent 

concerned must be defeated by the point of defeat named "Matiinufiid", For, he 

implicitly admits defectiveness ofhis own position by permitting the opponent's view. 

Vatsysyana also concedes that this nigrahasthana arises out of the fact that one 

not only concedes defectiveness ofone's argument but also seeks to certify it on the 

basis of opponent's argument being beset with similar defectiveness. Hence, here 

the proponent concerned deserves to be defeated. 
19 

Uddyotakara has explained this point of defeat by help of an example. Let, 

the opponent raises the objection against the proponent by saying that---'You are a 

thief because you are a human being'. Now, if the proponent or disputant without 

trying to rule out the fault indicated by his opponent says that: "You too" i.e. ifhe 

raises the same objection against his opponent then the proponent concerned must 

be defeated by the point of defeat named "Matdnujiid", 20 

Advancing one step forward Uddyotakara also holds that this nigrahasthdna 

stems from one's ignorance ofthe proper answer that is called for against the charges 

raised by his opponent. 21 

Dharmakirti opens his criticism of the view of Nyaya regarding this 

nigrahasthiina showing that the illustrative example of Pracina Nyaya regarding 

Matdnufiid is erroneous. For, no sensible person ever tries to prove someone to be 
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a thief on the ground ofhis being a human being. Hence, Dharmakirti holds that the 

example on the basis of which Uddyotakara has tried to establish Matiinujiid as a 

separate nigrahasthiina is simply defecti ve and misleading. 22 Moreover, Dharmakirti 

argues that even if one said to another that he is a thief when he is not so, there is 

neither a question ofaccepting it nor a question ofdefeat. According to Dharmakirti 

the people who argues in such a loose way, cannot be made determinant of for 
2J 

feiture. Finding faults in persons rather than in argument advanced cannot be the 

basis of one's success or failure of argument.24 If the original argument given by 

the disputant does not involve asiidhandnga then no arguments of this type can 

disapprove it. But here, since arguments employed by both sides are defective then 

success or failure cannot be attributed to the either sides. Therefore, in Dharmakirti's 

opinion employment ofsuch kind ofarguments is not a methodologically proper way 

of determining one's success or failure in the course of argumentation. And hence, 

"Matdnufiid" can not be regarded as a nigrahasthdna. 

C. Some possible answers in response to Dharmaklrti's criticism 

Now I will try to give some possible answers in favour of Nyaya philosophy. 

I have already mentioned that when an opponent of a disputant raises some 

charges against the proponent after establising his (the proponent's) own view, then 

the duty of the disputant is to answer the criticism or refute the charges brought 

against him by his opponent. There are two ways to answer the charges being 

raised by the opponent. Either (1) the proponent can show that the charge raised by 

his opponent is fallacious or (2) the proponent can answer the criticism ofhis opponent 

by reconstructing his own position. 

In the above case there may be two situations. Either (1) the proponent could 

not able to show that the charge raised by the opponent is fallacious or (2) he could 

not able to get rid ofhis own fault by reconstructing his own position i.e. the proponent 

is completely unable to give answer to the charges brought against him by his opponent. 

Even in the course of debate in order to conceal his incapability and to divert the 

concentration of the councilor the audiance on other side, he (the proponent) raised 

against his opponent the same charges. 

The question now is : can the above situation be regarded as the case of 

nigrahasthdna, named "Matiinufiid'"! In answer to this question it can be said 

that the above situation is the ease of nigrahasthdna named "Matiinufiid" and it is 
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caused by non-apprehension or apratipatti in order to refute the objection raised by 

the others. 

When, according to Nyaya philosophy, in the kathds or discussions e.g. in 

"Jalpa" and" Vitardi" the aim of the two parties involved in argumentation is to win 

over the other, there can take place such a separate nigrahasthdna named 

"Matiinufhd ," 

The Naiyayikas also hold that generally there are two reasons of loosing a 

debate or committing a nigrahasthiina. The first is vipratipatti or misapprehension 

and the second one is apratipatti or non-apprehension. And in accordance with 

nyaya philosophy "Matanuffiii''ls a point of defeat or nigrahasthana arises out of 

one's non-apprehension. 

The question naturally occurs: what is the cause behind the non-apprehension 

to refute the objection raised by the other? 

In answer to this question we can say that if the charge raised by the opponent 

is fallacious then the proponent's non-apprehension to refute the charge ofhis oppo

nent may be due to his incapability to realise that the charge raised by his opponent 

is fallacious. In that case, "Matiinufiid" can be regarded as an apratipattimidak 

nigrahasthdna caused by non-apprehension of the other's charge which is falla

cious. 

Again, the charge raised by the opponent whether right or wrong, in such a 

case the proponent's reason ofnon-apprehension to refute the charge ofhis opponent 

may be his incapability to refute the criticism ofhis opponent i.e. either the proponent 

does not know the method to refute the opponent's objection or he does not know 

the application of the method to refute his opponent's view. 

Hence, in the above situation "Matdnufhii" also can be regarded as an 

apratipattimidak nigrahasthiina which is caused either by his non-apprehension 

of the method to refute the other's objection or by the non-apprehension of the 

application of the method to refute the other's objection. 

Finally, we can conclude that there is no doubt in saying that from the point of 

view of Nyaya "Matanujfiii" can achieve the status of a separate nigrahasthiina 

or point of defeat. Since, according to Dharmakirti the aim of Vada is to give right 

knowledge by removing the misconception ofthe person involved in argumentation 

and to discuss rationally not to achieve success by any hook or crook. "Matiinufiid" 
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has been disapproved by him as a separate nigrahasthana . But if we judge this 

matter within the framework of Nyaya philosophy we can unhesitatingly say that 

"Matdnufiid" can extract the right of its being a separate nigrahasthiina or point 

of defeat. 
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THE SEARCH FOR A PERFECT LANGUAGE: A STUDY IN RUS


SELL'S PHILOSOPHY OF LANGUAGE
 

TAPAN KUMAR DE
 

The discovery oflanguage, no doubt is the turning point of the development 

ofhuman society. The functions of language inour daily-life have a profound influ

ence. It plays the dominant role in the field of communications, to exchange and 

express our thoughts. It is the language that helps us to understand other's thoughts, 

as well as to make understandable the speaker to the hearers. In a nutshell, the idea 

ofdeveloped society, excluding the development oflanguage will disappear. So, it is 

true that language plays a dominant and useful role in various aspects in our society. 

Bertrand Russell, the eminent British philosopher of twentieth century 

deals with language with much care and seriousness. Like other linguistic philoso

phers, Russell also was interested to deal with language to explain the world prop

erly. Because, to uncover the world, one must analyse the basis of the world. And 

undoubtedly, it can be said that nothing, but language is an important tool for repre

senting the world. So, Russell, in his philosophy oflanguage deals with language in a 

different and unique manner. He fully realises the importance and influence of lan

guage in our daily life and wants to disclose the philosophical problems with the help 

of language. When he engages himself to explain the philosophical problems that 

appear to him, he realises the inadequacy and limitations of ordinary language that 

we use in our everyday life to communicate with others or to exchange our ideas. 

So he is in search of a philosophical or logical or perfect language. The idea of 

logical language or perfect language plays a key role in Russell's philosophy of 

language. Ifwe take discerning at the development of Russell's philosophy of Ian

guage, we will see that Russell wants to transform the ordinary language to a per

fect language to explain the world perfectly. Russell thinks that the ordinary lan

guage or the natural language incorporates some limitations by nature. And for this 

reason it is unable to explain the world properly. There is no doubt that some defi

ciencies are there in ordinary language and they should be carefully eliminated to 

make it a perfect one to serve the philosophical purpose. 

In this exposition, JJust want to deal with the idea oflanguage ofRussell 
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in an expository manner. 1 will show in the first part of this discussion the idea of 

ordinary language and its usefulness. The deficiencies ofordinary language will also 

be discussed in this part to show the ground for its transformation into a perfect 

language. In the second part, I will convey the idea ofperfect language and also the 

criteria ofit as expressed by Russell. In the concluding part, I will show that there is 

no hostility between the idea of ordinary language and the perfect language. Russell 

has no intention to exterminate the ordinary language, on the contrary, he just wants 

to show that ordinary language has a useful part to play in our daily life, but it must 

have some special characteristics to be a perfect one to express the world in a 

logical sense. 

Part-I 

Ordinary language and our daily life 

Language is a useful and integral part of our daily life. Three purposes are 

served by language. Language is used to indicate facts, to express the state of mind 

of speakers and to understand the state of hearers. When a person says something 

about the world, he indicates a fact. Suppose, a person says that the present presi

dent ofIndia is a woman, by uttering this sentence, he is indicating a fact. One may 

use language to express his or her mental state. 'I am angry', 'I am feeling guilty', 

- such types ofsentences are used to express the present state ofmind ofa speaker. 

Another purpose, perhaps, the most important purpose of language is to moul d the 

hearers. Imperative sentences are the best examples of that purpose. 

Russell says in his famous book, 'Human knowledge: Its Scope and 

Limits' that language has two primary purposes, expressions and communications. 

A person may express his joy and sorrow through language or he may express his 

ideas that occur in his mind. On the other hand language may be used to communi

cate with others by pointing or by uttering the word 'look'! 1 

According to Russell, expressions and communications are not always 

separated. Uttering a word one can serve two purposes simultaneously. 2 As for 

example, the utterance of the word 'look' serves the both purposes of communica

tion and expression at the same time. Uttering the word 'look', one may express 

horror after seeing a bear coming out of the forest and at the same time he commu

nicates with others. According to Russell, this applies not only to elementary forms 

of language, but also in poetry, songs etc. Music is also considered as a form of 
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language in which emotions and informations are conveyed simultaneously. Again, 

it is said by Russell that communication does not mean to give only information, it 

includes also commands, questions, requests etc.' Suppose, one says to a child pointing 

out an ox that it is an ox. Here he gives an information to the child, as well as he 

alerts the child not to go to the ox. 

Again Russell says about the interconnected merits of ordinary lan

guage. According to him, there are two interconnected merits ofordinary language; 

first, that it is social and second, that it supplies public expressions for thought.4 It is 

language which helps us to understand others' thoughts and make understandable 

the speaker's thoughts to others. In this way language plays its social role, as well 

as helps us to exchange our thoughts. The utility ofordinary language, says Russell, 

depends on the distinction between public and private expressions. This distinction 

depends partly on psychology, partly on the persistence of sound waves and light 

quanta, which makes possible the two forms of language i.e. in the form of speech 

and in the form of writing.' Language, to Russell, is a way to extemalise and to 

make public our expressions. Possible thoughts, which are not actual, are also ex

pressed through language. Russell says, in this connection that there can be thought 

without language, but if you want to express it, to make it a public one, you must 

have to use language." 

So ifwe go through the philosophy oflanguage ofRussell, we will see 

that he does not deny or reject the utility ofordinary language in ordinary discourse. 

Rather he appreciates its multifunctional attitude. But Russell does not want to 

confine himself in the area of ordinary language at the time of doing philosophy. 

Rather, he wants to transform our ordinary language in to a logical or perfect one. A 

question may arise in this connection. Why does Russell want to transform ordinary 

language in to a logical or perfect language? The simple and more general answer 

to this question is that though ordinary language has some special characteristics 

and it serves various purposes in our daily life, it has some deficiencies too. And 

Russell thinks that such deficiencies should be bracketed or eliminated to make it a 

perfect language. Without the elimination ofthat defects ofordinary language, it will 

not be able to serve the purpose of logic or philosophy. So, at the time of doing 

philosophy we should have to overcome those deficiencies of ordinary language. 

For this reason, Russell is in search for a perfect language and he wants to trans

form our ordinary language into a perfect language. 
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Defects of ordinary language 

Russell has detected some defects or demerits of ordinary language. Ac

cording to him, to get the real or true meaning of the world these defects should be 

eliminated carefully. It is also argued by Russell that this elimination is necessary to 

make it a perfect language to serve the philosophical purposes. The whole process 

i.e. the elimination of the defects of ordinary language detected by Russell and to 

make it a perfect one is nothing but the transformation. [ call it transformation, 

because, ordinary language is not annulled by Russell, rather he admits the useful

ness ofordinary language in our daily life. But as ordinary language is pregnant with 

some unwanted defects, it is incapable of representing the world in a proper way. 

So, by eliminating those defects Russell wants to enter into the world of perfect 

language from the realm of ordinary' language. The deficiencies of ordinary lan

guage detected by Russell are as follows: 

1.	 Vagueness 

It is said that various demerits ofordinary language are detected by Russell. 

Vagueness is one of them. Russell, in his famous essay 'Vagueness' shows that 

"language has many properties which are not shared by things in general."? In this 

essay he is concerned particularly about the vagueness of language. According to 

the Cambridge Dictionary ofphilosophy. "Vagueness is a property ofexpressions in 

virtue of which it can give rise to a 'borderline case."! A borderline case is a situa

tion in which the application ofa particular expression to a particular object does not 

generate an expression with a definite truth-value; i.e. the piece of language in 

question neither unequivocally applies to the object nor fails to apply." 

Russell defines vagueness by contrasting it with the idea of accuracy. 

According to Russell, a presentation is vague, when the relation between the repre

senting system and the represented system is not accurate," i.e. when it is not one 

- one relation, but one - many relation. For example, a photograph which is so 

smudged that it might equally represent Brown or Jones or Robinson is vague. A 

small scale map is usually more vague than a large - scale map, because it does not 

show all the turns and twists of the roads, rivers, etc, so that various slightly differ

ent courses are with the representation that it gives. Russell holds that all ordinary 

languages lack accuracy and is therefore vague. II 

According to Russell, vagueness is a property of words only. Suppose, 
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one says to his friend that Jones is bald. Here the word 'bald' is vague, as there is no 

accurate criterion of the word 'bald'. There are two separate classes being bald 

and not bald. The person having no hair on his head is being called bald, and on the 

other hand who has hairs on his head is not bald. But what about those persons who 

have a little hair on their heads? It may not be permissible to designate them as bald, 

as we are habituated to use the word 'bald' to indicate those persons who have little 

hairs on their heads. So, it can be said that the world 'bald' is vague. 12 

Now, it should be clear why vagueness is the property of words only, 

not the world? If we go through Russell's discussion, we will see that Russell has 

some clarifications regarding this matter. He opines that things, such as tables, chairs 

etc. are not vague. They are in the world with their properties. What is vague is 

their representation. So, it can be deduced in regard to vagueness that Russell's 

view concerns with the relation between the representation and the thing repre

sented. 

Vagueness to Russell appears in degrees. That means some concepts are 

more vague than others. The word 'religion' is more vague than the word 'food'. 

Because, it is too much difficult to determine whether one kind ofritual is religion or 

not. There are so many characteristics of religion and for this reason it is not as 

clear as daylight to designate it as a religion. On the other hand, the word 'food' is 

less vague than the word 'religion.' Because the meaning of the word 'food' is 

clear to all of us. Foods are nothing but one kina of things to be taken for energy, to 

be taken for survival." 

Now, come to the point. Why vagueness is being called a demerit of 

ordinary language? A vague word is unable to explain the world accurately. It will 

bring various meanings of a particular situation to various persons. Suppose, one 

may say that the bull is dangerous. Here the intention of the speaker is not clear. He 

may utter this sentence to describe a fact or to alert the hearer to keep safe distance 

from that furious creature. But simply following this sentence no one can get clear 

idea of the speaker's intention. Because it is vague. In this way vagueness stands 

against the actual meaning of a sentence. So, it is necessary to avoid vagueness to 

capture the real meaning of a sentence. Following Russell, it can be said that to 

avoid vagueness the accuracy of correspondence between the representation and 

the represented thing should be maintained always. 
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2. Ambiguity 

Ambiguity, as exhibited by Russell, is the other major defect of ordinary 

language. Ambiguity refers to the multiple meaning or sense or semantic represen

tation ofa word. That means, a word having multiple sense is an ambiguous word. 

According to the Cambridge Dictionary ofPhilosophy. "A lexical ambiguity occurs 

when a lexical item (word) assigned multiple meaning by the language.?" There 

are two types ofambiguity occurs when a lexical item (word) two types ofambigu

ity according to this Dictionary - (i) homonymy and (ii) polysemy. Homonymy re

fers to the different words having the same sound, but different sense, as for exam

ple 'knight' and 'night'. On the other hand, polysemy refers to the words having 

multiple sense. The word 'lamb' is an appropriate example in this regard. It refers 

to both, the animal and as well as flesh. IS 

In Russell's point of view, there are two types of ambiguity in our 

ordinary language, i.e. (i) syntactic ambiguity and (ii) semantic ambiguity, Russell 

holds. "A sentence is syntactically ambiguous ifit is ambiguous and there is no way 

ofaccounting for the ambiguity by holding that one or more words in the sentence is 

ambiguous"." 'Every one loves someone' is an example of this sort. The semantic 

ambiguity ofa word is also explained by Russell. According to him, some words of 

ordinary language are ambiguous in a way that tempts us to a faulty account as they 

work. The word 'is' is the most useful example of this sort. 17 There is no doubt that 

the word 'is' plays different types of semantic roles. 

So, ambiguity is also an another demerits of ordinary language. Am

biguous words are so common in ordinary language that with the help of it no one 

can get the real meaning of the-world, So, ordinary language is not capable of 

uncovering the world truly. For this reason Russell wants to eliminate these demer

its of ordinary language to make it a perfect one. 

3.	 Inclusion of Meaningless Sentences 

Ordinary language includes meaningless sentences and counts them as 

meaningful. This is one of the major deficiency of ordinary language. Sometimes 

meaningless sentences are counted as meaningful in ordinary language and make it 

unfaithful in the field ofphilosophy. Suppose, one says, 'I am now speaking falsely.' 

The traditional grammarians would count this sentence as a meaningful sentence. 

But if the person, who utters this sentence in a particular occasion, speaks truly, 
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then he speaks falsely. On the other hand, if the speaker utters this sentence falsely, 

then he speaks truly. So, the sentence, as uttered in a given occasion, is true if it is 

false, from which it follows in classical logic, that it is both true and false at the same 

time. In this situation contradiction arises and ordinary language shows its demerits 

again by this situation. So, it can be said that ifanyone wants to make a metaphysi

cal conclusion with the help of ordinary language, his or her conclusion may be 

wrong, as ordinary language has so many defects. 

4.	 Influence of bad grammar 

Influence ofbad grammarmakes ordinary language more and more defec

tive. In his doctrine of Logical Atomism, Russell shows that in the early years he 

was particularly exercised by the influence of the subject - predicate grammatical 

form. Being influenced by this influence traditional logic held that every proposition 

has this form, which made it impossible to admit that there are several entities, since 

a proposition to this effect would not itself be of the required form." Inferences, 

based on ordinary language, from the nature of language to the nature of the world 

are fallacious, because ordinary language is not perfect, rather, it incorporates vari

ous types of defects. These defects are the main causes to make such inferences 

fallacious. 

5.	 Ordinary language contains redundant expressions 

In ordinary language, redundant expressions occur occasionally and make it 

an imperfect one. Russell may well have thought that adverbs and their modifier, 

attributive adjectives, and the like, are redundant categories in English, as well as in 

ordinary languages. There is no place for them in perfect language." 

Part - II 

So, Russell wants to enter into the realm ofperfect language or logical 

language from the realm ofordinary language by eliminating these defects ofordi

nary language to do philosophy properly. In a word Russell is in search ofa perfect 

language. In this way he transforms ordinary language in to a perfect one. In the 

second lecture of the "Philosophy ofLogical Atomism" Russell says that Principia 

Mathematica is an ideal language. In this book he formulates the criteria that any 

such language must satisfy. In his version, " I propose now to consider what sort of 

language a logically perfect language would be. In a logically perfect language the 

words in a proposition would correspond one by one with the components of the 
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corresponding fact, with the exception of such words as 'or', 'not', 'if', 'then', 

which have a different function. In a logically perfect language there will be one 

word and no more for every simple object, and everything that is not simple will be 

expressed by a combination ofwords, by a combination derived, ofcourse, from the 

words for the simple things that enter in, one word for each simple component. A 

language of that sort will be completely analytic, and will show at a glance the 

logical structure of the facts asserted or denied. The language which is set forth in 

Principia Mathematica is intended to be a language of that sort.'?' This clearly 

gives us the criteria ofperfect language of Russell. Anyone, who wants to deal with 

the philosophical problems, have to follow the criteria of perfect language pictured 

by Russell. Following Russell, here we can give a list ofcriteria ofperfect language 

or logical language. 

a) In a perfect language, the words in a proposition would correspond one by one 

with the component of the corresponding fact. 

b) There will be one word and no more for every simple object. 

c) There must be a combination of words in a complex expression. 

d) Perfect language or logieallanguage should be completely analytic and 

e) Logical structure of the fact should be expressed distinctly in perfect Ian

guage." 

Now the question may arise; why ordinary language is not perfect? The 

simple and straightforward answer to this question is that the ordinary language 

does not satisfy such criteria. Ordinary language has some special features of am

biguity, vagueness etc. that stand against its perfection. It is vagueness or ambiguity 

that helps ordinary language to be used in different senses in different contexts. 

These demerits of ordinary language are always inseparably associated with it. So 

Russell wants to transform ordinary language into philosophical language through 

elimination. In other words, we can say that ordinary language can be reduced into 

perfect language by eliminating those demerits associated with it. 

The idea of perfect language or philosophical language is perfectly 

depicted in Principia Mathematica. In this book, Whitehead and Russell want to 

show that Mathematics is nothing but a branch of logic and Mathematical logic is 

nothing but an ideal language that is able to capture, in a purely formal way, the large 

variety ofinfcrence patterns and idioms, including different types ofsentences, tbat 
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are found in ordinary discourse." 

Not only that, in this book they also wish to show how vague expression 

could be made more precise and how sentences susceptible to double readings 

could be disambiguated in such a way as clearly to expose the basis for the equivo

cation." 

The idea ofperfect language or ideal language is explained brilliantly 

in the theory of description. The famous example given by Russell in this regard is 

'The present King of France is not bald.' This sentence will help us to realise the 

idea of prefect language by using Russell's theory of description. This sentence 

could be explained in two ways i.e. 'There exists at present a King of France who 

is not bald' or it is false that there at present exists a King of France who is bald. 

The first one should be symbolised as (sxj-Fx and the second one should be sym

bolised as-($x)Fx. The former is false, because it claims that the present King of 

France exists and he is not bald. Whereas the second sentence is true as it denies 

both the existence ofthe King ofFrance and bald. This analysis is a landmark in the 

field ofphilosophy oflanguage and also in the field of modal logic. In this way the 

language of Principia Mathematica becomes an ideal language. 

There is also an excellent discussion of perfect language in Russell's 

philosophy of Logical Atomism. Logical Atomism is a metaphysical theory and it 

seeks to give a synoptic account of reality. Russell, in this theory, tries to show the 

relation between the world and the language by which the world is described. He 

begins his enquiry into "what there is" by drawing distinction between an objective 

world of fact and the human capacities to describe it by means of language and 

think about it. In other words, Logical Atomism is nothing but a theory about the 

objective world offacts and the capacity ofhuman beings, via language and thought, 

to access it. Logical Atomism is thus a metaphysical view that claims that math

ematicallogic mirrors the structure of reality and the theory of description is the 

basic component oflogical atomism when one translates a sentence of English into 

the perspicuous notation of Principia Mathematica, he can get easily its basic 

structure and real meaning through this translation." 

Let us give some examples to prove our demand of a perfect lan

guage. According to Russell, logical atoms are the sentences that could beused to 

report a single observation, such as, 'this is red' or 'this book is on the top of the 

table'. These types of expressions are called by Russell 'Logical Atoms' and these 
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Part-Ill 

In the conclusion, it can be said that Russell famously attacks ordinary lan

guage philosophy and offers a more sober and moderate assessment of the relation 

between the world and language. According to Russell, language is the only one 

way to understand the structure of the world. But ordinary language is not capable 

of doing this particular job due to some limitations caused by its demerits. On the 

other hand, perfect language can be able to show the logical structure of the facts at 

a glance. Because, it does not incorporate any kind of redundant expressions like 

ordinary language and is totally free from the influence of bad grammar. No space 

is provided in perfect language for meaningless sentences, vagueness and ambigu

ity. In this way Russell establishes the concept of perfect language. Perfect lan

guage is totally free from any kind ofdefects detected in ordinary language. So, it is 

only perfect language, which is purely philosophical and capable ofdoing philosophy 

properly. 

There are some objections against Russell's idea of perfect language. 

Though ordinary language has some demerits, it has some useful functions too. It 

plays a vital role in the field ofcommunication. Russell claims that the world, more 

specifically, the ultimate constituents ofthe world must be represented through per

fect language. If that is the case, then ideal or perfect language will appear only as 

arbitrary noises and such noises should be uttered in the absence of objects of the 

world. So, the world ofperfect language invented by Russell will be totally devoid of 

objects and it will be composed entirely with some words, like 'this', 'that' etc. So, 

the communication between speaker and hearer may be harmed. Because, what a 

. speaker intends to utter with the help of such words, may not be understandable to 

the hearer. Communication would be possible only by the grace ofsome kind ofpre

established speaker-hearer relation and such types of relation depends upon ordi

nary language which is used to designate the world with full of objects. Such a 

system, that is offered by Russell, containing no words that we can understand at 

present would be so remote from our present means of expression and so unsuited 

to perform the functions ofunambiguous and logically accurate communication which 

may be desired of on efficient language. So, Russell's idea of perfect language is 

unable to play the communicative role and therefore cannot be recognised as a 

language in our present customary sense. 
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J.L. Austin, one of the famous linguistic philosopher of twentieth century 

shows the functions of language from a different perspective. According to Austin, 

language not only plays the constative role, but also plays the performative role. The 

initial characterisation of performative utterances seems to be partly negative and 

partly positive. They are supposed to be neither descriptive nor susceptible ofbeing 

true or false." The utterances like, 'I promise', 'I apologise,' 'I bet' etc are called 

by Austin performative utterances. These types ofutterances are totally ignored in 

Russell's idea of perfect language. But in our daily life such types of utterances 

playa profound role. In this respect, it can be said that Russell's doctrine ofperfect 

language is narrower than ordinary language. 

But I think that such objections against Russell's doctrine of perfect 

language are not fully justified. It is presupposed here that Russell wants to reject 

ordinary language in order to get into the realm ofperfect or ideal language. But this 

is not true. It should be kept in mind that Russell does not reject ordinary language, 

rather he wants to transform it into a perfect one to deal with the philosophical 

problems. He admits that the ordinary language has a key role to play in our ordi

nary discourse. But it is not capable ofdealing with philosophical problems properly. 

So, when a philosopher is engaged himself to deal with philosophical problems, he 

should avoid ordinary language and must be a follower ofperfect language. 

I also agree with Russell in this regard. Philosophical or perfect lan

guage has some special characteristics. These characteristics help us to do philoso

phy or to solve philosophical problems properly. On the other hand, ordinary lan

guage is also desirable in our ordinary discourse. The ordinary language helps us to 

communicate with others, to convey our message to the audience, etc. No one can 

deny the importance and usefulness of metaphorical use of ordinary language. 

Vagueness, ambiguity etc. are the inseparable properties ofordinary language. Such 

properties make ordinary language more simple and more effective. Perfect lan

guage wants to eliminate all the associate properties of ordinary language, viz., 

emotions, tones, etc. But there is no doubt that these properties are the essential 

part ofordinary language. They help us to express our mental disposition in a right 

situation.'Suppose, a house is fully burnt and destroyed by an unwanted incident of 

fire. All persons, present there must have a feeling for this unfortunate incident, but 

the expression of the owner of the house would be stronger than those of others. 

Afterall, ordinary language serves as the basic elements of the perfect 
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language. Russell also gets in to the realm of perfect language from the realm of 

ordinary language. So, ordinary language should not be rejected and Russell, in his 

philosophy oflanguage carefully and truly accepts the importance ofordinary lan

guage. Russell, here wants only to transform ordinary language into a perfect lan

guage to do philosophy. Following Russell, it can be conclude that there are two 

types of language in Russell's account, one is ordinary language and the other is 

perfect or philosophical language. Ordinary language plays its role perfectly in ordi

nary discourse and perfect language should be applied at the time ofdoing philoso

phy. There is no contradiction between ordinary and perfect language, rather there 

is a co-operative attitude between them. 
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Professor G.C. Nayak, Ex-Prof. And Head, P.G. Department of Phi

losophy, Utkal University, former Vice-chancellor, Sri Jagannath Sanskrit Univer

sity, Puri; UGC Emeritus Fellow, B.H.U is a great scholar from Orissa, India. The 

title of the book is 'Reflections ofIndian Wisdom' but the book contains Western \ 

wisdom also because there are essays in it on the views of Wittgenstein, Kant, 

Plotinus etc. The above felicitation volume contains seventeen essays in honour of 

Prof. G.C. Nayak, written by scholars from all over the world and is edited by 

Professor Bijayananda Kar, Ex-Prof. of the same Department. In the introduction 

ofthis book the editior has presented very good summary ofeach one of the seven

teen essays. Four essays have been previously published in reputed journals. Thir

teen essays have been specifically written for this book. There are a great variety 

of topics discussed in it. Of the seventeen essays, five of them are on Advaita 

Philosophy of S'ankara, one of them on Vaisnavism, four on contemporary Indian 

philosophy, one on contemporary western philosophy, two on Metaphysics, one on 

M[mdmsii and one on Buddhism. 

The first essay' S'ankara on Human Embodiment' is by Professor John 

M. Koller who made a deep study on the problem of human embodiment in the 

philosophy ofSankara. In this paper he lucidly and beautifully explains the necessity 

of admitting siik ~ mas'arl.ra which is the seed of sthii fa s' adra . According to 

Koller, the similarity shown by Sankara of relating dirty form (P.4) and pure water to 

explicate the difficulty of embodiment cannot be accepted because the water with 

dirty foam is also dirty. Therefore, the purity of Atman does not remain beyond 

question. 
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The second essay entitled "The Spritua/ity of Lild 'by K.R. Sundarajajan 

is concerned with the Vaisnava doctrine of play (Lila) with its charcteristic of 

spirituality. Sudararajan points out that the Vaisnavatheology has scope for delightful 

participation of Lila in the world. Lila or divine sport describes the process of 

creation. its origin, maintenance and destruction. Being a divine sportive action, 

referring to Ramanuja Sundararajan assertcs, creation is not purposive and it could 

be described as "purposeless purpose." Sundararjan's viewpoint is very interesting 

and informative. 

The third essay is John Brockington's "Early M[mamsa on Language". 

In the MJmamsa, we find that there is the theoretical background for specific 

forms of rites and rituals on the basis of certain passages of the Vedas. But the 

MJmamsa performs a greater role in respect of the relation between word and its 

meaning in the background of the study of language. So MJmamsa has an impor

tant role in the field ofphilosophy oflanguage. In this paper Brockington shows that 

the M[mamsa system began not as a school leading to mok ~a but as a direct 

successor to the ritual siitra literature, whose aim was to ensure the correct inter

pretation of the Vedas. Here he raises the philosophical questions regarding the 

authenticity of Vedic scripture and that of the Vedic i.e. Sanskrit language. Accord

ing to him, any word is constructed by the eternal fundamental sounds and the basic 

meaning of any such word is the dk ~ ti (form) or the generality indicated by that 

word. The combination of the eternal sound and the eternal ak r ti leads to the 

eternality ofthe relation between words and their meanings. Bockington shows the 

reasons for thisetemality.Brockington's presentationis very important and informative 

and requires further indepth study. 

Professor Rabinandra Raj Singh's essay "Plotinus and the Contem

plative Life" is an interpretation of the philosophical thinking of Plotinus on the 

basis of Plato's metaphysics . It is a very nice and short paper on the profound 

.knowledge gained by experience ofPlot inUS, an ancient classical philosopher. 

The fifth essay "Humanism in Swami Vivekanandas Philosophy: 

Some Critical Observations" is written by S.B.P Sinha. He has attemped to present 

his view on the typical feature of Indian philosophy. According to him, in some 

cases philosophy is not formal and detached from life. But it should be concerned 

with the practical problems and issues oflife. For example, the contemporary Indian 
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plulosophers- Ramakrishna" Vivekananda, Gandhi etc. have far reaching philosophi

cal insights of practical issue. According to Sinha, Vivekananda 's humanistic ap

proach has greatly influenced his practical Vedanta. But the technical formalistic 

outlook in the present philosophy has eschewed itself from life and as a result, the 

present value-crisis and other disorder are found in society. Sinha asserts that 

Vivekananda's humanism with spirituality is very relevant in this respect. 

Vivekananda's humanism is not entirely opposed to mundane formulation. His view 

speaks of a synthesis between spiritual approach and material necessity in life. 

Sinha's paper is very encouraging and incentive for solving the problem of value

crisis in society. 

The next essay "The Buddhist Theory of Two-Faceted Knowledge" 

is by Professor S.R. Bhatt. He deals with the theory of dvairupya fnana ofDignaga 

in his Prama '!avartika , According to Dignaga , every knowledge has two-fold 

form- subject form (sviikara or svdbhdsa] and objec-form ( vi ~ aydkdra or 

vi ~ aydbhdsa s. According to Dignaga , the Sautrantika and the Yogacara ex

plicate the Buddhist theory of two-faceted knowledge in different way. The 

Santrantika admits the external objects. According to the Yogacara , the cognition 

itself seems to be subject and object. He interprets the same nicely through dia

gram. In this short essay Bhatt's presentation is very informative, clear and impres

sive. 

In the essay "A Note on Contemporary Indian Philosophy" Pro

fessor R.P. Srivastava points out that the expression "Contemporary Trends in Phi

losophy in India" is more appropriate than the expression "Contemporary Indian 

Philosophy". Srivastava speaks of two major trends (Karl H. Potter's division)-(l) 

Progress philosophy and (2) Leap philosophy. The second preaches theistic spiritu

alism with least regard for free rational enquiry. In the progress philosophy, the 

philosophical searching can be continued harmoniously with scientific development 

and social development also. Srivastava avers that a man of today is confronted 

with three predicaments - (l) Alienation (2) Futility of human endeavour and (3) 

Pangs ofmediocrity. Philosophical investigation has to solve this problems sincerely. 

His suggestions are valuable and need our special attention. 

The next essay "On the lierV Idea of Metaphysics" is by Professor 

R.C. Pradhan. He advocates that Metaphysics is a vision ofreality. In the beginning 

of his essay he mentions what metaphvsics is e"t. JI, mentions -.:!early .'\n~,ioil(';:> 
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view of Metaphysics and Quine's criticism of it. Here he is critical about Quine's 

concept of philosophy. Perhaps he agreed to Heideggar's view that metaphysics 

deals with "why-question" R.C. Pradhan opines that metaphysics is not a science 

because it leaves everything as it is and trancends the limits of all description. 

Strawson distinguishes between descriptive and revisionary metaphysics. But Pradhan 

prefers to regard metaphysics as something deeper and more fundamental than the 

two types mentioned by Strawson. R.C. Pradhan has interpreted the metaphysics 

of the transcendent and that of the inrnanent. In conclusion he points out that meta

physics is a higher-order activity that takes us back to the ultimate nature of things. 

Pradhan expresses his original thinking in this essay which may inspire great schol

ars of the world. 

In the essay "Writtgenstein and Kant" Professor S. Shyamkishore 

Singh has made a beautiful comparative study between the two most important 

thinkers of twentieth century and the later part of eighteenth century respectively. 

Wittgenstein is regarded as the most original revolutionary thinker to bring to focus 

the importance of linguistic and conceptual analysis in the field of philosophising. 

Kant is held as most important thinker (of the eighteenth century) who brought a 

"Copernican revolution" in the theory of knowledge or in the philosophical thinking. 

Their philosophical methodologies and the conclusions they arrive at are mostly 

different. But Prof. Singh has very nicely presented that these two great philoso

phers have shared similar views on certain fundamental issues ofphilosophical in

quiry. According to him, a "critique of thought" is in essence a "critique of lan

guage" and in that way we find an analogy between Kant and Wittgenstein. Prof. 

Singh points out that Western writers, e.g. Max Black, Quinton, Maslow too have 

made good comparative studies between Kant and Wittgenstein. Professor Singh's 

presentation is attractive and praiseworthy. 

"Reason and Revolution in S'ankara" is the essay by Professor 

R.L. Singh. According to Professor Singh, reasoning is the unfolding of a vision in 

the medium of intellectual understanding but it cannot lead to the vision. On the 

other hand, revelation is seeing or direct perception of reality. After acquiring the 

direct perception, we can apply it to reasoning. Thus there is no antagonism be

tween revelation and reason in the Advaita concept of Sankara. Brahman is real

ised through intuition and it cannot be the object of thought- knowledge. But accord

ing to Sankara, reasoning is apratis ~ hita , Brahman is beyond logic. S'ruti is the 
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direct expression in words ofBrahman but S'ruti itselfdoes not give knowledge of 

Brahman. Prof Singh points out that Brahman is an insight into our being. Then he 

interprets the topic regarding whether S'ankara can be held as a mystic or a theo

logian or a philosopher. Professor Singh's paper is very informative, analytical and 

interesting. 

The essay entitled "Logical Positivism and the Advaita Metaphys

ics" is by Professor S. Mishra. In this essay Prof. Mishra deals with Logical 

Positivism, Hegelianism, Phenomenology and Existentialism. After interpreting all 

these at the background of Kantian Philosophy, Mishra has remarked that Kant has 

cancelled dogmatic metaphysics but not genuine metaphysics. To Prof. Mishra, 

attitude is of two types: 1) reflective and 2) unreflective. In course of discussing 

their distinction he points out that mahdvakyas e.g., Tattvamasi etc. are significant 

for a man who seeks knowledge and freedom. Professor Mishra concludes that the 

Advaitic metaphysical knowledge may be mysterious, unclear and inarticulate but in 

it lies a hope for a happy, harmonious and peaceful world. Professor Mishra's dis

cussion is encouraging, laudable and interesting and it would have been much ben

eficial for the scholars on this field if further research are continued on the study. 

The next essay "Two Competing Interpretations of S'ankara : G. 

Misra and G.c. Nayak" is by Professor Kalyan Kumar Bagchi. This essay di

rectly deals with certain views advocated by Professor Nayak himself. Professor 

Bagchi compared and contrasted Nayak's view on Sankara Advaita with Professor 

Mishra's view on the same subject. The difference between Professor Mishra and 

Professor Nayak is as follows: Prof. Mishra points out that Sankara's philosophy is 

only linguistic analysis. Professor Nayak avers that Sankara has some metaphysical 

axis to grind in addition to linguistic analysis (vdkyiirtha vicdra '!a) that directs 

specially to a vision. Here Professor Bagchi's point is that Advaita Vedanta is not 

only conceptual analysis or it is not a vision only but it is a phenomenology ofone's 

experience of Brahman. Professor Bagchi remarks that it is not linguistic clarity or 

analysis ofconcepts but stratification or elaboration or spelling out of the conscious

ness ofBrahman that S'ankara has in mind as a philosopher. Prof. Bagchi's contri

bution is very important, valuable and informative and it requires critical study. 

The essay" S'ankara and Vdkydrthavicdra '!a : A Study ofProf. 

G.C. Nayak:s Understanding of Advaita " is by Prof. S. Panneerselvam. His 

presentation is very interesting and attractive. But in some points we cannot share 
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his view. In this article he says, "The identity of Brahman with the individual self 

can be known if one knows the correct understanding of the mahavakyas" and he 

also says, "all understanding is interpretation". But we know that "understanding" is 

actually intellectual and highest knowledge t paramii jiidna), realisation (bodha), 

vision (anubhuti or anubhava) of Brahman is never intellectual. Brahman cannot 

be understood, it can be known. 

S.S. Rama Rao Pappu has presented a nice, novel and well-equiped 

paper called "Dharma, Rules, Virtues and Paradigmatic Individuals." He starts 

his discussion with the concept of puru s drthas-sdharma, artha, kama and 

mok ~ a. Pappu says, "Thought for purposes of classification, dharma looks like 

other puru~arthas, it is in fact given a much higher status than the rest." (P. 143) 

But an Advaita Vedantin cannot accept this view because it is moksa which is 

given highest status among the puru s drthas , This view is justified by the state

ment of Vedanta - Paribhd ~a. According to Vedanta - Paribhd ~a, among the 

four kinds of human ends called righteousness (dharma), Wealth (artha), objects 

of desire (kama) and liberation (mok ~ a) , it is liberation (mok ~ a) which is the 

supreme end (parama puru ~ a rtha ) for that alone is known to be eternal from 

such S'ruti texts as, "(And) he (the qualified aspirant) does not return ("na sa 

"punaravartate"- Chd VII. XV.I), while the other three are known to be transi

tory by perception or from such S'ruti texts as, "As in this world the comforts 

gained through one's labours are exhausted, so in the other world the happiness 

achieved through one's good deeds come to an end 

( Tadyathd iha pu '! yacito loka ~ k ~ iyate - Cha .8.1.6). Then he gives a sys

tematic account of five conceptions of Dharma and dharma as virtue following 

the views of Bhagavadgita, The Rdmdyana , Manu and Mahatma Gandhi. 

The next essay, "Rethinking the Two Faces of Svardja : Pre-In

dependence and Post-Independence" is by Professor Rajendra Prasad. In it he 

has elaborated and reconstructed Gandhi's conception of Svardja in the Post-In

dependent India and indicates the role of intellectuals in this great duty. Professor 

Prasad's paper is well-composed, analytically clear and it shows his deep insight. 

The next essay is "Equality: Slogan and Utopia" by Prof. Arun K. 

Mookherjee. Prof. Mokherjee asserts as to how far equality becomes a mere slo

gan. He points out that "inequality" is a socio-political fact dependent on the feeling 

of inequality. He advocates that only a felt inequality makes individuals and groups 
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to socio-political action for equality. He refers Bernard William's view which is 

found to be somewhat dose to the sense of tolerance and fraternity. Prof. 

Mookherjee's essay is analytically dear, interesting and short, nevertheless it in

spires the sclolars for further and indepth study. 

The last essay "Commonism : An Analytical Review " is by Profes

sor Bijayananda Kar. It is on the philosophy ofcommonism advocated by Professor 

Nayak. His presentation of this view will encourage general people, scholars, aspir

ants to raise popular questions on the topic and discussion in certain philosophical 

world. Professor Kar's essay is a critical review of Professor Nayak's philosophi

cal thesis. Professor Nayak noticed commonistic elements in Hindudharma and 

according to him, if that is properly realised and appropriately implemented in the 

practical field, then it can actually solve the present religious problems. 

Professor Kar has presented his (Prof. Nayak's) view in detail and he 

has seen his attempt of reviewing religious framework at the background of human 

and secular perspectives to be in the right direction. Solution ofreligious problems is 

possible if religion is viewed essentially as of human concern than of any trans

human and trans-mundane source. The religion possesses dharmic sense ofmoral

ity and it is conceivable and workable by men in this world and now and for this end 

in view, the sense ofdivinity and spirituality has to be accommodated. According to 

Professor Kar, the sense of commonism is of great significance with the basis of 

humanism. The issue of commonism advocated by Professor Nayak, and analyti

cally reviewed by Professor Kar, according to me, has a great national importance 

and value also for countering the challenge of the present religious crisis. So it 

should have wide circulation. 

In my opinion, scholars interested in both Indian and Western philoso

phy and the subject other than philosophy must collect and go through this valuable 

volume. Undoubtedly, all the papers of this volume are qualitatively laudable. 

We find some printing errors in this book. For example, "Religional" 

college of Education (P.XXVIII) and in the sentence, 'Is there "antagoism" be

tween revelation and reason?'(p.98). Last end note number 11 is not found in the 

end note but it is in the text at page 114. Much care should be taken for binding of 

the book and to avoid some printing mistakes in the forthcoming edition. But the 

overall print quality of the book incl uding the gate up is fine. 
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